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Violations spur ban on lofts
By Maria Osborn
staff writer
The full and half lofts in the Bluestone residence
halls, which have violated state building codes for
about 10 years, will be banned at the end of the
school year.
After several JMU room inspections last summer, Thurman Hill, a deputy state fire marshall,
wrote the university and requested lofts be removed. In the letter, he listed ways that lofts violated
the uniform statewide building code.
Under the code, permits for constructing full
lofts should be obtained only from the Department
of Engineering and Buildings. However, the

university had been issuing permits after inspecting
for electrical, plumbing and heating hazards.
"I think it (issuing permits) was done with good
intentions, probably as a method of controlling the
situation," Hill said.
Phillip Deane, JMU's buildings and grounds
superintendent, said his department issued permits
after checking the access for maintenance in the
rooms.
"I insist we be able to get to the plumbing, air
conditioning, heating and electrical outlets," he
said. Also, walls must be intact and two smoke
detectors must be installed, he said.
Deane said his department did not issue permits
with regard to the lofts' overall safety. "I wouldn't

dare certify a loft safe under any circumstances,"
he said.
Ceiling heights below and above the lofts also
failed to meet state requirements.
See related articles on pages 2 and 3.
In his inspection, Hill found most stairs and ladders leading up to lofts did not have handrails, and
openings at the edge of lofts were not bordered
with guardrails. Both were code violations.
The state building code was approved in 1973.
JMU students began constructing full lofts about
10 years ago. Hill said these lofts always have been
in violation of the e**de«-~^__^-——■—
See LOFTS page 2 ►

Committee to vote
on alcohol policy
By Mike Wilson
staff writer
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Just for kicks

Cold weather did not stop junior Jeanne Bodeman from practicing hackysack on the quad on Wednesday.

Computer
wizard

JMU junior Keith Boswell
uses computer skills to
make a profit with his own
company.
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An official university alcohol
policy should receive its first vote of
approval next week.
The Sub-committee on University
Alcohol Policy met yesterday to
discuss a first draft of the policy.
According to the proposal,
alcoholic beverages may not be
possessed, distributed or consumed
at events open to the general university community and held on university property, except where specific
written approval has been obtained
for the event in advance.
The subcommittee approved the
general content of the draft, making
only minor changes in the wording.
If the subcommittee approves the
final draft, it will go to the Student
Services Commission for further
discussion, said committee chairman
Dr. Lacy Daniel.
The university has never had an
official campus-wide alcohol policy,
said Daniel, dean of students. It was
left to individual campus organizations to form their own policies.
Under the proposal, areas
available to groups for large events
include the Phillips Center ballroom,
Godwin Hall and the Convocation
Center.
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Policies for selling alcohol in these
areas have not been formed, Daniel
said. Officials are waiting for the
Student Services Commission to approve a university policy.
The proposed policy also states
that sponsors of closed events (those
open only to sponsors and invited
guests) may request approval to
serve alcoholic beverages in
residence halls, residence hall suites
and lounges, Greek houses and the
university farm and pavilion.
Alcohol can be served in other areas
upon approval by the vice president
for student affairs.
Ten conditions must be met for
approval of an event with alcohol.
Included is the expectation that the
majority of persons there will be of
legal drinking age.
The majority rule seems like common sense, said Dr. Robert Scull, a
member of the sub-committee and a
management and marketing professor. When 70 percent of the people attending an event are underage,
alcohol should not be served.
Another condition is that individuals sponsoring an event should
take precautionary measures to ensure that alcoholic beverages are not
accessible or served to persons under
the legal age.
See ALCOHOL page 2 ►

Coaches and players talk about their expectstions snd hopes for JMU's 1985-86 basketball
season in special supplement Inside.
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Lofts

»> (Continued from page 1)

University officials probably
wanted to ban lofts earlier, he said.
"They just needed a push."
Richard Garber, the university
safety coordinator, would not comment on previous actions by the
university. But, he said, "I personally have been against them (lofts) for
a long time."
Only a few lofts were built at first
and they did not pose a major problem, he said.
"It's kind of like leaves falling in
the yard," Garber said. "At first
there are just a few here and there.
Once the wind blows, they start to
build up. And before you know it,
it's time to rake."
After determining violations, Hill
said, he tried to find out what had
been done to eliminate the problem.
"I couldn't really find anything, so I
just went ahead on my own," he
said.
Hill received complaints about
lofts from Harrisonburg fire officials. The request to remove lofts
was made because "their complaints
were justified and they weren't being
answered," he said.
Larry Shifflett, Harrisonburg Fire
Chief, said he has been in contact
with JMU officials several times in
the past few years about lofts.

"We (the fire department)
recognized the problem, but we
didn't have the authority to correct
it," he said. "To a large extent, it
has taken intervention by the state to
bring about change."
Although no JMU students have
been seriously injured in dorm fires
since lofts were built, Shifflett said
the "potential for a disastrous situation is there. It would be foolish to
sit back and wait for something to
happen before doing something
about it."
Smoke easily could be trapped in
the area above a loft and wooden
lofts make buildings more apt to
burn, Garber said. Because they are
flammable, they "add more fuel to
the building."
Lofts also create other safety
hazards.
Students have been injured by falling out of lofts, Garber said.
"We've even had whole lofts collapse."
Garber received the letter^from the
state fire marshall's office in
August, he said. He immediately
forwarded it to the business affairs
office, which took action.
JMU officials are working \frith
state fire officials to establish
guidelines for smaller lofts. Platform beds, like those built in Village

residence halls, will be allowed, he
said.
Rules for design and proportions
of platform beds will be made.
Hill said all major constructions
require a building permit from the
state. "It's hard to get building permits. I would sav something portable

or movable would be the only solution."
"The only thing I know of that
would meet the (state building) code
without a lot of hassle would be
furniture-type lofts." These lofts
could not be permanently attached
to the floor, walls or ceiling of the
room in any way, he said.

Alcohol
»> (Continued from page 1)

The other conditions are:
• The focus of the event must not
be limited to alcohol cornsumption.
• Non-alcoholic beverages must
be available whenever alcoholic
beverages are sold, and at comparable price.
• Sponsors must provide solid
food to moderate the effects of
alcohol.
• No social event can include any
form of "drinking contest" in its activities or promotion.
• Publicly distributed materials,
including advertisements, for any
university event shall not make
reference to the availability of
alcoholic beverages.
• Beer is to be served in ratio of
one half keg of beer per 30 persons
at the event.

• Sponsors serving alcohol at
university sponsored events should
not permit the entry or exit of persons with beverage containers.
• Sponsors must abide by the rules
of the building in which the event is
held.
Also included in the proposal is
the statement that a social host, someone who provides guests alcohol
at a party but is not in the business
of selling alcohol, might be liable for
injuries or damages to third parties
as a result of a guest's intoxicated
condition.
The final clause of the proposed
policy recommends that when no
license or special permission is required, hosts refrain from serving
alcohol when the majority of guests
are not of legal age.

Ban on lofts causes student uproar
By Kim Gibson

staff writer

JMU's decision to ban full and
half lofts next fall has caused an
uproar from students affected'by the
ban.
However, much of the controversy might have resulted from
misconceptions about the change.
Dawn Allen, head resident of
Wayland Hall, said, "I think
everybody's going to put up a big
fuss because they don't understand.
Once they realize why, they'll come
to accept it."
Safety is the primary reason for
the ban, she said. Firemen have to
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remove their gear to get into many of
the lofts. This needlessly endangers
other lives, she said.
Allen said many times resident advisers can't tell if anyone is in a loft
when they check for proper evacuation during a fire alarm. Also, being
so close to the ceiling increases the
risk of smoke inhalation, she said.
Renee Bosse, a resident adviser in
Wayland Hall, said the ban will prompt students to move off campus.
"There's not going to be enough
room, and people aren't going to put
up with it. One of the main; attractions of living in the Bluestohe is the
lofts."
Terri Wickham, head resident of
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Eagle Hall, said, "I think it's going
to be a hassle. I don't know how
they're going to fit the people up
campus. ... I also don't feel that
head residents are qualified to act as
inspection officials for the university."
Tom Hutt, head resident of Ashby
Hall, said, "Students are going to
hate it - it puts a big limitation on
the amount of room they'll have."
The reasons for banning lofts are
legitimate, but perhaps a better solution could have been found, he said
"Resident life fought it as best they
could - the fire marshal! wanted to
ban them altogether."
head
w^J^'
White Hall, said, "I

residen

" ofa
think it's

shame, but I understand why as far
as fire hazzards are concerned."
Students will hate the decision and
the administration will hear about it,
he said.
"I think there's an inconsistency
in that they're getting rid of lofts,
but still putting three people in a
room. The rooms are tall — that's
why people build lofts — but they're
not wide. They need to build another
dorm."
Students should have been
surveyed before the decision was
made, she said. "We're (students)
"ie ones that are going to be affected
°y 'his. I can see their point, but I
personally WOuld rather take my
chances."
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Ban to hit Bluestone residents hardest
Bolding said questions remain about procedure
and much depends on student reaction. "This is
staff writer
the biggest problem guessing year we've ever had,"
Bluestone dorm residents undoubtedly will be he said.
Bolding said it is possible students will be housed
hardest hit by JMU's decision to ban lofts next
fall.
in Howard Johnson's next year. Another dorm,
Bill Bolding, director of the office of residence housing more than 200, may be constructed as earlife, estimated that 90 percent of the dorm rooms ly as fall 1987.
Residents of Village and Lake dorms are allowed
in Bluestone buildings have some type of loft. That
means about 1,100 of the 1,225 Bluestone residents single lofts in their rooms, so only minor revisions
will face the dilemma of what to do about their will be necessary. According to Donna Harper,
lofts next year.
assistant to the vice president of student affairs,
These figures do not include residents of Glick, the same holds true for the houses along Greek
'Shenandoah and Wine-Price halls.
Row. "Our policy won't change a great deal," she
Bolding said several options are being con- said.
The Harrisonburg fire marshall suggested the
sidered. Students who don't want their lofts
anymore might be able to leave them up at the end ban and cited a number * of legal violations
of the year, and the university will dismantle the and safety problems stemming from lofts. These
included failure to meet ceiling height, stair tread
lofts and dispose of the wood.
Students who want to keep their materials or and hand/guard requirements.
It also was noted that many lofts hamper rescue
convert their lofts into platform beds will be
responsible for dismantling and storing lofts. attempts and increase the likelihood of injury and
fires.
Materials cannot be stored in residence halls.
Bolding said many injuries are caused by lofts.
There- currently are 233 triples and 23 quads in
Bluestone dorms. Next year, all quads will become "We've had several this year, and those were just
triples and many of the triples will house two the ones reported," he said. In recent years,
students have fallen out of lofts that had collapsed.
students, Bolding said.
Bolding said he is unsure about how many triple Loft-related fires also have been reported.
A spokesperson for the campus infirmary said
rooms there will be next fall. "We'll be pushing
triples next year. We will offer inducements to nine loft-related injuries have been reported since
students to volunteer to put three people in a Jan. 1. They involved body parts "from head to
room," he said. Incentives might include reduced toe."
housing rates and preferential treatment in the
Another major problem is that full and half lofts
room selection process.
qualify as additional construction to the original
By Kim Gibson

Loft liability
questioned here
Is JMU liable for loft-related
injuries?
Next year, for the first time,
platform beds will not be inspected by the buildings and
grounds department in an effort
by JMU to avoid liability.
»
Bill Bolding, director of
residence life, said platform beds
will be inspected by head
residents to ensure compliance
with university construction
guidelines. However, no beds will
be inspected for safety.
"We'll still have some liability,
but far less than if we'd certified
something as safe, and then had
an accident occur," he said.
Dr. William Nelson, head of
the political science department
and a professor of law, disagrees.
"If it's in a university building
... we have an affirmative
obligation to inspect, and correct
or
remove
dangerous
conditions," he said.
A person would need only to
prove fault or negligence on the
part of JMU to have a chance of
winning a liability suit, he said.
Bolding agreed that JMU is
"walking a fine line between
university
and
student
negligence." He added, "It
depends on how much you are
willing to risk. Ultimately, we
face the problem of safety versus
liability."
„. _.
— Kim Gibson

>

rooms, Bolding said. This also violates the fire
code.
However, platform beds will be allowed in dorm
rooms. The beds must comply with certain
guidelines involving size and construction standards. The primary regulations require the beds
to be free-standing (not attached to the walls or
floor), and restrict the length to 89 inches and the
' width to 42 inches. Beds may be between 5 and 6
feet from the floor, but no closer than 30 inches to
the ceiling. The number of beds per room will be
limited to one per occupant.
Platforms meeting these guidelines will be considered furniture, not construction, and thus are
permissible by university and state standards,
Bolding said.
To ensure compliance with the university standards, head residents will inspect platform beds
next year. This will not be considered a safety inspection to avoid university liability.
Students with platforms not meeting the requirements will have 48 hours to correct any problems. Platforms will have to be removed if they
do pass a second inspection.
Bolding said the conversion will inconvenience a
lot of people but pointed out that JMU had little
say in the matter. "We'll just have to do the best
we can, and enforce this by prosecuting to the
fullest extent we're able," he said. This will involve
mandatory bed removal and a fine.
About the possibility of the ban affecting the demand for on-campus housing, Bolding said, "I'm
not sure what impact any of this will have on offcampus desirability."

Colleges differ on loft regulations
By Maria Osbom
staff writer'

Colleges and universities in
Virginia have varying policies on
building lofts.
The University of Richmond banned lofts completely after the
1983-84 academic year. The Richmond Bureau of Fire made the
university remove lofts after a fire in
a residence hall during final exams
that year.
Richard Mateer, a dean at the
school, said firefighters had a hard
time getting students down from
lofts and out of their rooms during
the fire. Many students were asleep.
"Instead of taking two to three
seconds to clear a room, it took 10 to
15 seconds," Mateer said. This is
"precious time" when evacuating a
building housing 240 students, he
said.
Firefighters found it difficult to
work in rooms with lofts. "They had
to stoop under them, and fire hoses
got stuck in the legs of the lofts,"
Mateer said.
Richmond now does not allow
students to build any type of bedding
construction. "We don't have
anything more than gooa old beds,"
Mateer said.
.
- —
William and Mary continues toallow lofts despite a large dorm fire
in January 1983.
Two students had to be rescued

through a window because they were
asleep and didn't hear a staff
member yell from the doorway, said
Debbie Boykin, assistant director of
residence life there. No one was injured.
Housing officials are considering
issuing stickers to alert firefighters
of loft situations, she said. These
would help firefighters in checking
the room for occupants.
Full and partial lofts are built all
over the William and Mary campus,
she said. "We're talking about 65
buildings."
State fire officials have not
notified the college of loft violations, Boykin said.
Resident hall staffs currently inspect lofts. In the future, housing officials might require students to sign
waivers excluding the college from
liability connected with the lofts, she
said.
Longwood College allows lofts in
several residential halls.
Rick Webil, director of housing,
said there probably are too many
lofts in the two high-rise buildings
there. He anticipates a ban on lofts
at Longwood, he said.
The procedures taken at JMU probably will serve as an example for
-Other Virginia, colleges and universities, he said. "I'm sure other state
schools will end up bouncing off
what happens with you (JMU)."
It is likely all lofts will be banned,

Webil said. But, "until I have it
from the state (fire marshal), I'm not
going to act on that."
At other state colleges, lofts do
not pose a problem. Virginia Commonwealth University allows lofts in
only one residence hall and none
were built there this year, said
Mildred White, a clerk typist in the
VCU housing office.
VCU students must submit a
blueprint of the loft to housing officials before it is constructed, she
said. The loft also is inspected after
it is built.
A University of Virginia housing
official said very few lofts are built
there because students are not allowed to remove any furniture from
their rooms. Building a loft makes
the room more crowded, he said.
Scott Mercer, manager of furniture and facilities at Virginia Tech,
said most residence hall rooms there
have maximum ceiling heights of 10
feet. While the rooms could not accommodate full lofts, there are some
freestanding, platform beds.
Keith Furr, head of the department of health and safety at Virginia
Tech, said he knows some schools
are very lenient about loft regulations.
Officials at Duke University in
North Carolina put no stipulations
on lofts, Furr said. "They, let the
kids put in whatever they damn well
please."
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SGA backs campus pizza delivery by PC Dukes
By Maria Osborn
SGA reporter

The Student Government Association voted Tuesday to support a
campus pizza delivery service by PC
Dukes.
The bill of opinion was introduced,
by the food service committee. Committee chairwoman Cindy Twining
said food service officials have said a
delivery service may be possible in
the future.
Twining said meal contracts could
not be used to pay for delivered pizza because student IDs could not be
processed by computers. The
delivery service would generate
money that students usually spend
on services outside the university,
she said.
In other business, the SGA voted
to allocate $403 to Alpha Phi Alpha,
a black service fraternity, to pay a
speaker for its founders week, which
is this week.
Henry Marsh, former mayor of
Richmond, will speak tonight on the
mezzanine of the Warren Campus
Center. The fraternity is sponsoring
several events throughout the week,
President Kevin Sally said.
The Finance committee cut from
the group's request $25, which had
been budgeted for a social event.
Sally said the fraternity raised about

$450 on its own for founders week
events.
The senate also approved
allocating $285 to the Honor Council from its reserve account. Each
front-end budgeted campus
organization maintains a reserve account with the SGA. The requested
funds will be used to distribute
brochures to faculty and new
students next semester.
The SGA contingency account
stood at $12,611.20 before the
meeting.
A bill to divert or screen the
smoke coming from the chimney
behind the Phillips Center was passed. The bill was proposed because
the smoke sometimes disturbs people
walking on the path from the library
to the campus center.
The senate voted to let Greek Row
residents keep their platform beds up
over the summer if the university is
not using the houses. Officials in the
student affairs office said the university might stop using Greek houses
for summer conventions, said Greg
Gromada, buildings and grouds
committee chairman.
A bill of opinion was passed to
commend the Hispanic Studies Club
for raising money to help victims of
the volcanic tragedy in Colombia.
A bill proposing set procedures
for planning the SGA mock election

was killed in the legislative action
committeeX A committee member
announced a meeting of the Virginia
Student Association, a student lobbying groupTThe meeting will be
held here Saturday.
Davis Griffin, director of food
services, spoke at the meeting and
addressed a recently proposed bill to
increase the contract price at PC
Dukes from $2.15 to $2.50.
An increase might be feasible in
the future, he said. "I've considered
increasing it at my own discretion in
small increments."
PC Dukes is serving more people
than were served in the old Dukes'
Grill, he said. "Where we served
about 1,500 people in a heavy meal
period, we're now serving about
2,000." Facility operators still are
adjusting to the increase, he said.
Joe Erickson, manager of PC
Dukes, said, "We need time to see
what way our business is gravitating
before we raise contract prices."
In new business, the following
bills were proposed and referred to
the appropriate standing committees:
• Ikenberry senator Leslie
Quezaire proposed allocating $3,125
to the orienteering club to compete
in the NCAA national championships in April at St. Louis.
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Did you miss our open stage Sunday?
We're having another one this Sunday
4 P.M.-8 P.M.
Don't miss it!

• Shenandoah senator Craig
Moore proposed allocating $677.72
to the JMU Music Industry for a
four-day educational tour in New
York next month.
• Commuter senator Peter
LeBerre proposed allocating $555 to
WJMR, the proposed student-run
radio station, for a feasibility study.
• Greek senator Bob Houston
proposed allowing on-campus
students to vote on visitation policies
for their residence halls.
• Huffman senator Kathy Sayko
proposed opening PC Dukes during
Sunday brunch hours.
• Commuter senator Karl Lindsley proposed investigating the
possibility of using copy cards to
make copies from microfiche and
microfilm in the library.
• He also proposed constructing a
roof over the patio outside entrance
4 and 5 of Gibbons Dining Hall to
improve the appearance and shelter
students during inclement weather.
• He proposed a bill to develop
procedures for holding student
referendums and placing bills of opinion on the ballot of referendums.
• He proposed paving the
sidewalk between the library and the
campus center and improving the
overall appearance of the area.
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JMU team first
in debate tourney

Non-students
charged
with DUI
By Kelly Hartley

police reporter

Two non-students were arrested
and charged with driving under the
influence by campus police.
• Jamas A. Walls, 23, of Hsrrlsonburg
waa arrested and charged with driving
under the Influence about 2 a.m. Sunday
on Blueatone Drive, police said.
• A 17-year-old juvenile was arrested
and charged with driving under the influence about midnight Friday on Cantrail Avenue, police said.
Police do not release the names of
Juveniles who are arrested.
Trespassing and possession of marijuana
• Two students were charged Judicially
with trespassing and possession of marijuana about 3 p.m. Nov. 30 In the Kappa
Sigma house, police said.
A Judicial charge Is made when university policy Is broken. It Is reviewed by
university officials. Police do not release

the names of students charged JudiciallyAttempted robbery and petty larceny
• A pizza delivery woman was held up
about 11 p.m. Nov. 26 behind Chappelear
Hall.
A 5-foot-S black male about 22 years
old stuck a sharp object In her side and
demanded all the money she had, police
said. At the same time, a tall man approached her from the back.
The two males left when a car pulled
up beside them, police said. No money
was taken.
A hot box and a pizza worth a total
value of $25 was reported missing from
the delivery car, police said.
Violence to parsons
• Two students were charged Judicially
with violence to parsons about 1:30 a.m.
Nov. 24 after fighting In Hanson Hall,
police said.
Dangerous practices
»^e charged
• Three students we*
Judicially with dangerous practices
about 3:30 p.m. Nov. 23 during the football game after throwing rocks and water
balloons toward the field, police said.
Vandalism
• A stall door In a men's bathroom In
Johnston Hall was broken between Nov.
19 and 20, police said.
Larceny
• An electronic balance worth $1,000

EVEN STRAIGHT A'S CAN'T
HELP IF YOU FLUNK TUITION
Tod a y , t h e
toughest
thing
about going to college Is finding
money to pay for it.
But Army ROTC
can help-two ways!
First you can apply for an Army ROTC
scholarship.
It
covers
tuition,
books, supplies and
pays you up to
$1,000 each school
year it's in effect.
But even if you're
not a scholarship
recipient, ROTC can
still help with financial assistance-upto
$1,000 a year for
your last two years
in the program.

was reported stolen between 6 p.m. Nov.
20 and 9:30 a.m. Nov. 21 from Burruss
Hall, police said. The model number Is
7303DA and the serial number Is 9758.
• A flashlight valued at $140 was
reported stolen about 1 a.m. Nov. 23 from
a campus police car at Presidential
Apartments, police said.
• A man's red 26-Inch bicycle was
reported stolen between 4 p.m. Nov. 23
and noon Nov. 24 from the bike rack at
Chappelear Hall, police said.
• A woman's red bicycle worth about
$85 was reported stolen about 1 p.m.
Nov. 24 from the bike rack at Dlngledlne
Hall, police said.
• Money totaling $9.50 and a framed
poster valued at about $55 wars reported
stolen on the morning of Nov. 20 from a
Qarber Hall room, police said.
• Five dollars snd $20 worth of raffle
tickets were reported stolen between
11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. Nov. 26 from a
Chappelear Hall room, police said.
• A purse with a total value of $11 was
reported stolen about 9 p.m. Nov. 25 from
a hallway In Godwin Hall, police said.
• Money totaling $10 was reported
stolen about 10 a.m. Nov. 25 from a
locker In the men's locker room at Godwin Hall, police said.
• Money totaling $2 was reported
stolen about 1 p.m. Nov. 21 from Godwin
Hall, police said.
• An antenna and a license bracket
from a campus police car was reported
stolen about 12:30 a.m. Nov. 23 behind
White Hall, police said.

JMU debaters won first place in
the novice division of the fifth annual Randolph Macon Yellow Invitational debate tournament held at
Randolph Macon College faov.
22-24.
The team of senior Cindy Gough
and sophomore Lynda Nurko claimed the first place trophy in the debate
division, which included teams with
no previous debate experience.
In the junior varsity division of
the tournament, the team of senior
Chris Miller and junior Martha
Leary tied with another JMU team,
sophomore Susan Mayberry and
freshman Megan Kelly, for third
place. In the same division, the team
of junior Marie Butler and
sophomore Karyn Schmidt tied for
fifth place with teams from George
Mason University and Liberty
University.
Also, five individuals won speaker
awards. Gough won first place
speaker award in the novice division
and Nurko placed third.
In the junior varsity division,
Mayberry was the fourth place
speaker, Schmidt was eighth and
Miller was llth.
The final tournament of the
semester for the team will be this
weekend at TowsOn State University.

Last chance to party in the W.C.C. Ballroom!

THE
RHYTH
RATS
Sat Dec. 7

9-12 midnight
t $2.00 cover charge
All ages admitted
Driver's license required
Your favorite beverages
will be provided
Sponsored by

xn

OUTDOOR WtAH HP tOWMUTt

For more Information, contact
Cpt. Christopher S. Kentch
Dept. of Military Science
(Army ROTC)
568-6264/6355

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

INTRODUCTORY
SALE
Cat Eyes as low as $49.50
JfEpS

10% off any Vuarnet sunglasses
in stock with this coupon
Expires Dec. 13
MON - FRI 10:00am - 9:00pm
SAT 10:00am - 6:00pm
188 Season St.

I
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Help Wanted
Government Jobs $16,040 - $59,230/year.
Now hiring. Call 805-687-6000, xR5526 for
current federal list.
Swimming Pool Supply Company has
summer openings for drivers, helpers,
and warehousemen. Interviews will be
during Christmas holiday. Potomac
Chemicals, Falls Church, Virginia. Mr. E.
H. Schlrmer, (703) 534-1400.

J. R. Rose

r— Around Town
IWV6R, 15 THIS A
CH___R£D CA6?

Excellent Income lor parttlme home
assembly work. For info, call (312)
741-B400, x411.

Lost and Found
Lost: Keys; last seen on Greek Row.
Please contact Rich, 433-6310.
Found: Gold necklace on JMU track. Call
Anne at 434-9541 and Identify to claim.
Lost: one striped umbrella. Sentimental
value. Reward for return. x4469.
Lost: Heartshaped necklace on 11/26. Extreme Sentimental Value! Please call if
found, X5124 or PO Box 2386, Beth.
Reward!

Wanted
Paying Cash for Baseball and Football
cards. Call 433-8811.
Wanted: Math 107 book on loan or to buy
before X-mas break. Small refrigerator
wanted too. Best offer. Kim, 433-3011.
Female Housemate wanted to share
spacious townhouse. Located on corner
of Main Street and Maryland Ave., two
blocks from campus. $125/month. Lease
ends May 31. Call 433-6730.
Roommates) Wanted: Have either double or two single rooms available Jan. 1.
Madison Manor. Fully furnished.
$140/month plus utilities. Call 434-2116.
Male Roommate Needed for Spring
semester. Furnished, Forest Hills
townhouse. Call 433-9436.

For Rent
One bedroom apartment like new on Dutchmlll Court. Water, trash and lawnmowing provided. No pets, lease/deposit
$225. 434-2100.

For Rent: Huge master bedroom with
walk-In closet and attached bathroom for
rent to female. New townhouse In Forest
Hills. Call Christina at 434-5132.
Own room In Madison Manor • female.
Spring semester. $145/month. Contact
Kim, 433-3771 or PO 2641.
Large 3 bedroom townhouse, near JMU, 1
1/2 baths, kitchen equipped, no pets,
lease required. $390/month. Call
434-9758.

Peavey PA 400 Head. 6 channel. Very
good condition. $250. Call 433-6382 after
5 pm. Ask for Pat or leave message.
Plymouth '77, Fury, Auto, Air, Good
transportation car, new Inspection. $825
433-3433.

Services

Would like to find a good loft at a
reasonable price Please call 433-1641 or
568-6114 (leave message)!!

Horizon Sure Tan is a Professional Tanning Salon. Best systems available and
five years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.
434-1612.
Typing, Word Processing on letter quality printer. Overnight service available.
Call anytime. Donna Freeman, 289-9959.
Free Karate Leaaon - No obligation
(Special Student Rates). Open Monday
thru Thursday, 6-9:30 pm. Call Halterman
Karate Inst., 95 N. Main St., 4th floor.
434-8824. We train Champions.

Spacious furnished rooms, slfigles,
doubles, kitchen, close! 433-9189 after 4.
Female Roommate Wanted to share 4
bedroom apartment. Short walk to campus. $91/month. 433-0848, Gloria, Dana,
Margarita, Karen.
Search No Morel Private bedrooms. Attractive Forest Hill Townhouses. Lots of
extras. $150 monthly/share utilities.
Female students. 433-6039.
Need to rent my room for 2nd semester!
Quiet, clean, male. $135/month, will
negotiate. Call Todd, 434-1757. Must
Rent!!
College Station - need to rent room
January - August. $960. 434-4992.
Room In house. 3 other housemates.
$100/month plus utilities. Call 433-6169.
Female needed to share double room at
Madison
Manor.
$120
plus
utilities/month. Call 433-6871.
S19 West Market St., just remodeled 3-5
bedroom house, nice yard, 2 min. walk
from Rec. Center, 10 mln walk from JMU.
$450/month. Call 433-0852.
•
1 Room In 4 Bedroom House. 1 1/2 bath,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, fireplace.
Located 1/2 mile from campus. 1 girl
needed. $135/month. 434-8871.
Holly Court - Private room for female in
townhouse. $110/month plus utilities
Monthly lease for spring semester. Call
433-1037.

Racket Stringing • done on campus. Tennls, Racketball. Call Brian, x5968.
A Bed It Breakfaet Gift Certificate will
make a wonderful gift for those who enjoy rest and relaxation. Shenandoah
Valley Bed & Breakfast Reservations.
Mlddletown to Staunton. 896-9702, after
4;
Typing: Experienced, professional quality. Call Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.
Typing: Professional Quality. Paper provlded. Call Pauline, x5332.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003.
Clubs, Sororities, Fraternities • We sell
any type of Imprinted Item: t-shirts, caps,
glasses, cups, matches, etc. Variety of
fund-raising Items. Call 433-6469 anytime
for best prices.
Typing Service: 22 years experience.
$1.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Professional Typing
call Kathy at
433-8015 after 3 pm.
Professional Typing a Word Processing Free delivery, overnight service, & competitive rates. Call Kevin at 433-3147 after
5:00.

Sublet Furnished Room in luxurious
Forest Hills. Complete kitchen, fireplace,
wooden deck, fun people, and close to
campus. Charlie, 434-8029.

My Christmas Sale Prices on stereo,
video, and HIFI equipment are here.
Lowest prices on over 50 brands. Call
Steve, x5841.

For Sale

Washer, Gas Stove, Sewing Machine, Adding Machines, Audio-Video. Camera
433-3433.
'
Female Housing Contract for Spring
Contact Donna, x5097.

4 Female Housing Contracts. Large
U
Rebates! Call x5098.
1969 LeMans. 4-door, 153K miles. Excellent Running Condition - made a
A?rnSC£n,iD8Qn,aJ0,rlp wlth no PWIems!
fi£ ™' PB> 18 mpg! S400/B.O. Call
Chuck Torrens, x5248.
1973 Dodge Polara Station Wagon. $395
or best offer 433-0468.
Ski Boots ■ Nordlca, size 10, worn only 3
times. Must sell. Need money. $100 price
very negotiable. Call Tony, 433^04fth
c

"!° VLTone keyboard . memorv
rhythm and instrument sounds. $25 Andrea, 433-6730.

1977 Rabbit, 4-speed, runs good,
economical. $1295. 434-7948.

Dear DeeQees - Thanks for all your help
and support during Anchorsplash. Hope
everyone had a great time. We did it
Julie! DGLAM, Dawn.
We changed our mind • Midway's Deli
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday
Thursday, 5-12 pm; Frlday/Saturday/Sunday, 2-12 pm.
^^
Hey Dancing Fools - If you aren't happy
with the way JM's Dance Contest Is being run this year, you among many! Stay
tuned for Future announcements!
Lady Bug - Keep working and good luck
for the rest of the semester. Blue jays
pulling for you!
Get the Chrtatmae Spirit. Buy a Poinsei
tia from Phi Mu.
Bill Klllian - You were number 98 last year
and number 59 this year, but you will
always be Number 1 with ma! Love ya
Spoiled Cutely
„__
Free Karate Leaaon • No obligation
Halterman Karate Institute. Call
434-8824.
Ski Club Members • First Flake Party has
been moved to WCC Ballroom - same
time, same night.
Back By Popular Demand!! The Untouchables - the awesome All-Girl Band
■ are back! Come to Radford Friday, Dec
6, at the Heath Centerl
We changed our mind • Midway's Deli
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday
Thursday, 5-12 pm; Friday/Saturday/Sunday, 2-12 pm.
■uy a friend a Balloon Gram • Harrison
Annex, Dec. 5 a. 6.

Call 433-3865 after 6.

**""

0,,er

Personals
Classified 0»adllnes^o7ThTB^r~:
Monday Issue, the deadline if?S?ay
°r
by
noon. For Thursday IssZ the
thi/ Tuesday by noon
"'
*•■<«'" Is
though! But whauheUk30^'003 *«
taker sure has bee *£%>.*£?»
"»*
'""<=" today. Reojrjsjgg;,ar Soe V* at

o 4

Your Royal Pageness • Hop* your Birth
aay Is great - Get off I Wa love you, Ukra"tan, Armenian, Qdle, Rlv-asa. Apple-s—
Christmas Balloon Grams on sale In Har
e

DeiTe

*

Thur,d,

y-Dec-5

4 Frlday

'

Iuck

_g WM^nglonKSterTn^

ml8s
Mothe/ Goose and G?irrm? Irti VI
know you care ComiJ. Le,tnem
Th
^Washington P0ST nsn" ?&h CSl
i° NVV
«

Washington, D.C 20071°

Get the 19M Ladlea of JMU Catandar In
time for Chrlstmaa.
SalHe Burgdorf - Congratulations on your
engagement! Now Petey Is yours
•orever! We love you. Loft Mommas 2. 3,

-

Is If True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, x5090.

JB*.
Saturday pledgee I We can't
wait to call you sisters. Love, your TrlSl
flma sisters.
uuu .C'l*n5*1 ™" ml"<l • Midway's Dell
N
Th,.h.-NOT cl08e
aw nours: Monday ■
<i.» % ?-*' ^2 Dm: Frlday/Saturday/Sun?ay, z-12 pm
5fl*

HUarle, Beth, Ten'nyy ?$>"
) ?***£.
Lisa, & Beth.
' *nn' AmV. Shannon

■ Happy Birthday weird duck.
you! KLS

bu,t

___B

2S2S! • need a P'«<* to relax or
nuay between claases? The CSC lounge
'lI^LPjace for you! Room ipg, WCC. __
20^m^Congrats on your retirement
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classifieds
The Mountain Family would like to thank
everyone again for all the cards and
prayers. Jim has regained some movement and spent 36 hours off the
respirator; so things are looking a little
more optimistic. He wlH be moved to
Atlanta this week to the Shepard Center
for extensive rehabilitation. Jim still
needs the prayers and cards, so please
keep sending to: Jim Mountain, c/o Kathy
Mountain, 300 Homepark Ave., Number
1008, Atlanta, GA 30318. Thank you.

Accerrme
srwmoN...
seme
pom/
\

'TOEVERYTHHG WERE
a A SEASON..

m?

Christmas Polnsettlas from Phi Mu. $5
small, $8 large. Orders taken Dec. 2 - 6.
Call x5993 or Box 4226.
Buy a friend a Balloon Gram ■ Harrison
Annex, Dec. 5 & 6.

LET
MSOVT

tmmrny/

You better be good - Santa and his elves
are coming to the WCC on Dec. 10 and
12;
DT and the Shakes •• Cliff Hopson Band Saturday night - Belle Meade.
Bill Myers Alpha Gam does not hate
you.
DT and the Shakes, ". . . lots of concert
energy" (The Breeze).

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
ANPTOEVEMPURPOSE',
UNPER HEAVEN'..
A TIME TO LAUGH,

flim-wc/?/,

A-mewuve,
A vMewpte—
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NO WAV' CAN'T
ee' IT'S A&O
MISTAKE ' THEY

0HPIM5E,
GREAT VIPEO
■■BARGAINING 1.
G0P...GNE ME
JUST SIX MORE

MUST'VE MEANT
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FACING FATAL OBSOLESCENCE

is A

TRAUMATIC EXPERIEHCE

'P&IIAL:

FOR A PC ...OFTEN
INVOLVING THREE
PHASES..
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We changed our mind • Midway's Deli
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday Thursday, 5-12 pm; Frlday/Saturday/Sunday, 2 ■ 12 pm.
Singer's 460 class - Dissatisfied with
status quo? Support the NSA.

Jabur ■ Want to hear some good-old-new
stuff? When I was in the third grade, I
made a parking lot mess eating four
steaks with my buddy, Joe Thelsmann,
while watching a speeded-up version of
Wheel of Fortune. Love, Monica.
To TrISIgs outgoing Officers • You guys
did an Awesome job.
Take home a Christmas Polnsettla for
Mom from Phi Mu.
JMU Students - The Hispanic Studies
Club is collecting tax-deductible contributions to aid the suffering from the
volcanic tragedy In Colombia, that left
25,000 dead and 50,000 homeless. The
survivors need our helpl Any amount of
money you can spare will be greatly appreciated. Make checks payable to
"S.E.E.S. Colombian Volcano Account."
Please send It to "The Foreign Language
Dept., Care of Sra. C. Kline."
Have your picture taken with Santa - Dec.
10 and 12 In the WCC.
We changed our mind - Midway's Dell
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday Thursday, 5-12 pm; Frlday/Saturday/Sunday, 2-12 pm.
KP sponsors the most outrageous party
of the semester - Saturday, Dec. 7 - The
Rhythm Rats in the WCC Ballroom - All
Ages Admitted - Bring proper ID to purchase Inexpensive alcoholic beverages!
Stowe Report • 12/3/85 - 27" base, temp. 0
degrees, Expecting snow flurries. Lifts
closed due to gustlng winds.
Untouchables - Radford - Dec. 6 - Heath
Center ■ Party!!
You've read the reviews . . DT and the
Shakes -- Belle Meade - Saturday.
We changed our mind ■ Midway's Dell
WILL NO* close. New hours: Monday
Thursday, 5-12 pm; Friday/Saturday/Sunday, 2-12 pm.
Ski Club Membership Applications
available In the Outing Club Room.
Get your JMU Duke Pins. Great
Christmas gifts. $2. Call Bob, x4764.

1

-ii

■ .«&j

Atlanta - Never mind. I'll do without.
Merry Christmas everybody.

Harmless ■ Tonite is sponsor nite, Saturday you'll be drunk . . Who will it be?
Love, Trash Man.

|w
(pjr -_7^*'i

-*JvA |[-5>»V

Delta Gamma ■ Thanks for Inviting us to
Anchorsplash. AEX

We changed our mind ■ Midway's Deli
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday Thursday, 5 • 12 pm; Friday/Saturday/Sunday, 2 - 12 pm.

5UPOENL1...
LIFEHAS BECOME
..UNO
$0.50 SPECIAL...
FINALLY...
•AccePTANce r 50 MEANINbFUL..
LISTEN.'...Tm
&
^
LOONS'...CAN
you HEAR -me
LOONS ?..

See 'em. DT and the Shakes - Belle
Meade lounge - Saturday night.

Hey S1-n-S2 Booger Bears! Thanks for
being so lovable! CathBB

Take home a Christmas Polnsettla for
Mom from Phi Mu.

Pleasuredome - time for the last rally
before I depart in January. I'll miss you
guys • but I know you'll come visit.
Doesn't Europe beat Cancun? See ya Friday night!

The Rhythm Rats in the WCC Ballroom -Saturday, Dec. 7. All Ages Admitted!

Mother Goose and Grimm - We want it
back!! Please write.

SPE and Trl-Slgma • Get psyched for
Saturday's post-Initiation party.

EN ■ Thanks for letting us use your party
room for Anchorsplash Bash on such
short notice. You all are lifesavers! Delta
Gamma

Friday, Dec. 6 - Come and party with the
Untouchables at Radford!

Buy a friend a Balloon Gram - Harrison
Annex, Dec. 5 & 6.
JMU Skiers - There Is still space on the
Stowe Trip! Contact the Ski Club at PO
Box L217 or call Don at 433-9477.
Buy your Christmas Cards from Haffman
Hall - an original photograph of the
lighted Christmas tree In front of Wilson.
$1 each, 5 for $4.50, or 10 for $9?Call Hoffman, x6104 or stop by & see a sample In
the office between 7 and 12 midnight.
We changed our mind - Midway's Deli
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday •
Thursday, 5-12 pm; Frlday/Saturday/Sunday, 2-12 pm.
To all Slgmas - Get ready for elections.
Can't get In bars? Come party with the
Rhythm Rats Saturday, Dec. 7, in the last
big WCC Ballroom bash!

TuH Tiff - Have you seen UBGA? Maybe
this weekend! Kat
,
Elinor - Your little secret is safe with mel I
(Gotcha)! Hope you had a happy
Thanksgiving! Signed - Miss Backpackless.
Kappa Sigma - You were awesome at Anchorsplash!! Congrats on second place.
Thanks for being lots of fun! Liz & Cheryl
J.T. - You are Fantastic! I'm really crazy
about you! DT.
Huffman - Have a great Thanksgiving -don't forget to bring back stuff for the
Hall Decorating Contest! Stockings for
winning suites!
Stevle - Ashby rules - Get off. High Five!
Carol Ann Marie

Get the Christmas Spirit. Buy a Polnsettla from Phi Mu.

We hope everyone had a Mast at Anchorsplash! Delta Gamma

The Untouchables)I The Untouchables!!
Six Girls on Stage want you to party 11

Congratulations to SPE for winning An
chorsplash! Ctelta Gamma

Semester Finale - DT and the Shakes Saturday night - Belle Meade.

AGD - Great job with Spirit Contest.
Thanks. Sigma Nu

PI Kap and EN ■ Thanks so much for letting us use your party rooms for Anchorsplash Bash., You guys are
Awesome!! Delta Gamma

To all sororities and fraternities who participated in Anchorsplash - Thank you!!
We could have never done it without all
of your help and support. Delta Gamma

Christmas Shopping? Come to the 3rd
Annual JMU Art Auction for Scholarships. Paintings, prints, photographs,
weaving, pottery, baskets, posters, art
books, in traditional and contemporary
styles. Sunday, Dec. 8, 2 p m, LattimerShaeffer Theater, Duke Fine Arts
Building. Auctloner, Jeff Evans, Green
Valley Auctions Limited. Not paid for by
state funds.

Linda, Christy, Jamie, Cathy R., Susan,
Mary, Beth, Terry, Tracy, Helen, Cathy B.
- We think you all are awesome! Keep up
the great work. The Brothers of Sigma Nu

We changed our mind - Midway's Deli
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday •
Thursday, 5 pm - 12 pm; Friday/Saturday/Sunday, 2 pm -12 pm.

Trl-Slg - We hope you all had a happy
Thanksgiving holiday! Love, your secret
sorority.
~^_
We changed our mind - Midway's Deli
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday Thursday, 5-12 pm; Friday/Saturday/Sunday, 2-12 pm.
.
12 Months, 13 Beautiful Girls. Get Your
1986 Ladies of JMU Calendar Today.

^

\M
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Hey AEX • You all were great at Anchorsplash! Thanks for making it such a
blast for us! Gretchen & Marge
Pepe LaPue - I can't wait to try out the
"Real Thing".on our new purchase!! I bet
our friend, George, can't either! I love you
lots! Your One and Only
Santa Claus Is coming to Town! Have a
picture taken with Santa: Dec. 11 & 12 in
the WCC.
We changed our mind - Midway's Dell
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday Thursday, 5-12 pm; Frlday/Saturday/Sunday, 2-12 pm.
Wlrthless - Good luck Friday night and
may all your tricks have good height!
Love, the Two Morning Grouchy Grumps.
Santa-Grams - Send one for only $1. Dec.
11 & 12, WCC.
Sigma Nu - Retreat was a blast - let's do
it again!!
Sandy - "Contain! Contain!" Carlton •
"Have One," John - "How Bout It?" We'll
miss these classic lines! Thanks for an
B-1 season. JMU Women's Soccer Team
Harrison Antiques has antique sterling
jewelry from $8 each, cut glass, diamond,
emerald, ruby rings from $28. China, occupied Japan, Ivory, prints, frames,
flasks, anything you want. 434-1074.
We changed our mind - Midway's Dell
WILL NOT close. New hours: Monday Thursday, 5-12 pm; Frlday/Saturday/Sunday, 2-12 pm.
1030, Number 3 - Your runaway brass
pineapple door knocker doesn't love you
anymore! He came to seek refuge In our
home.
Cheerleaders - Where was your spirit at
the VMI game?
^
MeCoo • Thanks for 2 of the greatest
months ever. Never fall In love 'cuz it
always ends in pain. Too bad I found out
loo late. Love you always. Vern
Christmas Balloon Grams on sale in Harrison Annex, Thursday, Dec. 5, and Frlday, Dec. 6.
Saturday, Dec. 7 • The Rhythm Rats in the
WCC Ballroom - $2 - All Ages Admitted Bring proper ID for alcoholic beverage
purchase.
Thank you to all Anchorsplash participants. Great swimming! Delta Gamma

■
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* MIDWAY'S DELI

*

**

We changed our mind!!!
Deli WILL NOT close
Don't forget JMU Directory coupons p.63

MON - THURS 5pm - 12pm
FRI, SAT, SUN 2pm - 12pm
Note: 11:30 is deadline
for delivery orders

NEW
HOURS

Don't forget JMU Directory coupons p.BST^

For Delivery: 434-2296 or 434-1480
Don't forget JMU Directory coupons p.63

Free Coke (Sprite)
& Chips

50C OFF
Any 10" sub

with 10" sab

Expires Dec. 19, 1985
No limit - No compounding

Expires Dec. 19, 1985
No limit - No compounding

with 10" sub

75C OFF
10" Midway
Monster

Expires: Dec. 19, 1985
No limit - No compounding

Expires Dec. 19, 1985
No limit - No compounding

Free Coke (Sprite)
& Chips

JMU SKIERS
Killington Winterbreak Skifest
Jan. 1 ■ 5
• 4 day ski pass good for all 6 mountains
• 4 nights kitchen equipped condo
• LUV benefits
• $16300

Jan. 5 - 10
« 5 day ski pass good for all 6 mountains
► 5 nights kitchen equipped condo
• LUV benefits
• $199.00
Contact:
• Seventeen lifts & over 100 trails Ricky Wingen x7461
Kim Gibson x5748
Bryan Johnson x7439

U/MHe'4

HOIK

DesigK

• Complete Beauty Salon
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_AttRAMOUNT FKIl'RE fa.

Opens Wednesday, December 4th
At A Theatre Near You.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
FOLLOW THE CROWD TO...

M

kNDERSON BROTHER
SINCE 18'6

Sell your textbooks to us now and
come back In January to buy your
books!

Specialist in

COMPLETE BODY WAXING
also visit our

SUNTANA SUNSYSTEM
Safe U. V.A. light
SunSystem is GUARANTEED to tan anyone
Special introductory offer, 10 visits $30
Call for Appointment, 434-1617
624 Hawkins St.

Expires Nov. 30

You now have a CHOICE In selling
AND buying your books.
Anderson Brothers _
The Student Alternative
1820 S. Main St.
Corner of S. Main & Pleasant Hill Rd.

■~*~~
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MYSTIC DEN
29 S. LIBERTY ST 434-8706
THE LATEST SOUNDS

m

THM

FRI
THE

ROAD
DUCKS

FOR $7.00
CLIP THIS COUPON
FISH & FP|FCTwotender,ishfillets' natural-

FOR
ONLY

1.75

cut trench tries, and 2 Southernstyle hush puppies.
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This summer may be your last chance
to graduate from college with a degree
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ilrts & People
Businesses' problems mean bi
By Jennifer Batty

T

The microcomputer lab in Converse is
quiet except for the tapping of
keyboards, the rustle of paper and
occasional muted cuss words directed at the
impersonal amber and green screens of the
Corona computers.
There is one other almost continuous
sound — Keith Boswell's voice calmly
answering questions.
"I have this terrible habit of not studying.
1 thought working here would make me
study." He is interrupted as another person
approaches him with a question concerning a
BASIC command. Maybe previous
employees were able to study in the lab, but
students who use the facility now, especially
those desperately lost in a data-base sea, are
quick to spot a helpful computer expert.
They have found one in Boswell.
The 2 Wear-old junior manages to work in
the lab, do classwork, have fun and run a
thriving business. Boswell is a computer con-

sultant and programmer as proprietor of
Fairfax Computer Consultants. His company
has been in operation since July 1984 and
handles seven corporations in Northern
Virginia and many independents.
Boswell is responsible for connecting
dealers of computer supplies with buyers and
negotiating a price for that buyer. He also installs, programs and services the equipment.
A consultation fee is $40 per hour, the charge
to program is about $25 per hour and a
system installation costs $80 per hour.
The stereotypical image of a computer wiz
— eyes magnified by Coke-bottle glasses,
long, unkempt hair and an untucked shirt
buttoned to the neck — does not remotely
describe Boswell.
His lean, wiry frame hints at rigorous
physical activity — not just typing in programs. He wears rugby shirts, Levi's and
black Adidas — average college attire. His
neatly styled brown hair does not cover his
intent brown eyes or his good-natured face
that is made more intriguing by a scar on his
right cheek.
"The public tries to make people who like
computers look like nerds, as in that 'Riptide* show. That has to be overcome, it's
ridiculous," he says. Boswell says he is a normal college student except he has the advantage of real world experience.
His roommate, junior Chris Cohick, says,
"Although Keith is admittedly wealthier than
the average college student, he doesn't
blatantly show it." Teresa Gulbrandsen, a
friend of Boswell's, says, "He has advanced
so far because he has a lot of experience and
is very professional for his age."
Boswell's youthful determination grew as
he got older, enabling him to learn a computer language and use of various computer
systems.

Staff photo by MING LEONO

Keith Boswell

"I read Time and Newsweek and all I kept
reading was how computers were taking
over. I started to feel left behind and it bugged me," he says. In 1981, his junior year at
Fairfax County's Robinson High School, he
learned the BASIC computer language and
began designing games and programs.
BASIC rs an English-oriented language that
commands the computer.
During the fall of his junior year, Boswell
was recommended to Bruce Collier, president
of Ace Orthopedics, Inc. in Northern
Virginia. Collier wanted to utilize a computer
to make his business more efficient and
organized.

"I needed a computer wizard and that's
what I got," Collier says. He met Boswell
and gave him money to buy a computer.
After Boswell bought the computer, he
designed the company's accounting system.
For the past four years, he has continued to
program for Ace.
Boswell's next job was that summer with
Planning Systems Inc., where he
photocopied endless mounds of papers. In
1982, his senior year of high school, he
enrolled in a COBOL class but ended up
teaching the fourth quarter. COBOL is a
structured computer language used in
business application. •'
"I would do the programs assigned in class
in COBOL and then in BASIC to prove to
my teacher BASIC was faster," he recalls.
His teacher let him teach the class and herself
BASIC. Although initially his classmates did
not accept him as their instructor, they later
realized he could fail them. The teacher got
an A.
After graduation in 1983, Boswell continued to work for Ace and PSI. At PSI, he
still was photocopying, but also was writing
the user manual for the Submarine
Surveillance System for Naval Intelligence
Command. With money earned, he bought
additional microcomputers and equipment
for the corporation.
Carol Halpenny, project director at PSI,
says, "Keith is a true specialist in computers,
he can do anything concerning them. I
suspect he'll have an outstanding future."
After converting PSI's employee stock
plan program to microcomputers, Boswell
bought additional microcomputers and
equipment. Because he became acquainted
with the dealer he was able to get good prices
for systems.
Frustration over saving PSI about $16,000
that summer while on an hourly salary, prodded Boswell into the business world. "I
started to look into what it would take to
start a business because I was getting tired of
saving PSI thousands while I was making
$240 a week. They were making out like bandits. I would love to have somebody working
for me that saved me double what I paid
them."
The Fairfax native was in business. All
paperwork for his business was free except
for the notorization of his statement of intent. That cost $5.
He put the business on hold six months
later when he went to The College of William
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Because he says he finds JMU less
strenuous academically, he conducts business
here. Since transferring second semester last
year, he is more organized. Computer disks
rather than boxes contain his business. He
has made 32 sales so far, grossing about
$ 19,000. He conducts most of his business
via phone and over computer lines.
The income from his business is used for
tuition, rent, food and health insurance.

Besides handling school work and his
business, he has played soccer for JMU, is a
pledge for Alpha Sigma Chi, is a trail
overseer for the Potomac Appalachian Trail
Club, loves to date and admits he quits studying to party. To justify the lack of time studying he says, "If you devoted your whole
life to computers you wouldn't be able to
socialize, you'd only be able to talk to computers."
His first piece of advice for people considerng starting a business is, "Don't do it if

you can't work and have fun too.
Boswell's future does not necessarily lay with
the business he created. He says he hopes to
join an established corporation or a young,
growing company to sell and program computers.
His goals include getting a doctorate in
management information systems while
working and then retiring at age 35 to teach
at a rural college. "I want to own a lot of
land in the mountains with a lake and raise a
family," he says.
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JMU Basketball 1985-86

61 can't worry about the other
teams in the conference.
When you play each one twice
and when you throw in ODU,
VCU, Virginia Tech and St.
John's, It's like playing a
21-game conference schedule.
I'm only concerned about us.jf

6 We came a long way last
year. The 22 wins were very
satisfying...Right now our
players have dreams they've
never had. They want to win
the conference. Our attitude
right now Is to work hard and
to see what happens. J

— John Thurston,
Men's head coach

— Shelia Moorman,
Women's head coach
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Ready to fill Lou's shoes

After 10 years, Thurston's finally on top
By ALISON COLBY
The era of Lou Campanelli's
dynamic personality, his controversial endorsements of Nike tennis
shoes and JM's Campanelli sandwiches is over.
New head coach John Thurston,
Converse tennis shoes and JM's new
Thurston sandwich replace those old
traditions in hopes of creating some
lasting new ones.
On May 10, Thurston was named
Campanelli's replacement as head
coach of the men's basketball team.
With the switch came a new
philosophy and an altogether new
outlook for the '85-'86 Dukes.
Campanelli announced his decision to coach the men's basketball
team at the University of California,
Berkeley in April after serving as
head coach at JMU for 13 seasons.
Thurston, an assistant coach
under Campanelli for 10 seasons,
learned he had been selected head
coach May 9.
At 11 p.m. that night he received a
call from JMU President Ronald
Carrier informing him of the university's decision to offer him the head
coaching job. "If I hadn't been
selected," Thurston says, "I would
have wasted 10 years of my life.
"Naturally it's a promotion. The
ultimate is to be a Division I head
coach. It was a long, drawn-out process. I don't know what happened in
the selection process. All I know is
that I was the final choice," he says.
The gray-haired, gray-eyed coach
rests easily in his comfortable Convocation Center office wondering if
he would still be at JMU if not offered the position.
"Depends on who they'd have
hired. Some people they were talking
to, I wouldn't work with in a million
years." Others, he says, he easily
could have worked with.
But Thurston says skill and intelligence were not the only factors
involved in his being chosen. "To
become a Division I coach, luck is a
part of it. It is not skill. 1 am no
more qualified to be a head coach
here than any of my assistant
coaches."

But because he is head coach,
Thurston has the say both on and off
the court.
Even though his team is almost the
same as last year, Thurston exercised
that authority when he changed the
team's style of play. The new plan
includes an abandonment of Campanelli's slow-paced attack and a
utilization of a more up-tempo
game.
"You hear the coaches say, 'Why
would you want to change the style
when it has been so successful?' "
His answer — "People have different likes and dislikes."
Despite this questioning, he says
he had little problem assuming his

JMU head coach John Thurston was an assistant undor Lou Camoanelll for 10 years before taking over.
new position. Part of the reason for
that is because JMU is a statesupported school with certain
guidelines to follow. "It's different
working within a (state-supported)
system. There never was a transition
problem. There really weren't any
transitions."
Because he has followed all
players from his background in
recruitment to their current playing
status, he says team members had no
problems adjusting to the change.
Thurston says the toughest thing
he dealt with when assuming his new
job was getting Campanelli out of
his office. "He was the only guy trying to coach the University of
California from Virginia. Finally, I
had to ask him to leave."
The 37-year-old coach says the
biggest change prompted by his promotion was "tfter that night, you
got smart. As assistant coach, you
feel like you're the dumbest person
in the world. Now people ask your
opinion. You get invited to more
parties." Despite the attention,
Thurston doesn't claim to be smarter
than a year ago.
As an assistant coach here, he was
in charge of recruiting, academics
and
team
administration.
"Recruiting is a full-time, 12-month
job."
Thurston joined the JMU basketball staff for the 1975-76 season.
Since then the Dukes have made four
NCAA Tournament appearances
(1976, 1981, 1982, 1983).
Although much of his life has
been dedicated to basketball, the
Bronx, N.Y. native has not always

counted on a career in the sport —
either playing or coaching.
"In New York, you grow up into
basketball. I was the only kid in the
neighborhood playing baseball."
Being in the center of the concrete
metropolis, he says his father had to
drive him to a field so he could practice.
In 1966, just out of high school,
Thurston was the Los Angeles
Dodgers' sixth-round draft choice.
After choosing to go to college and
not play for the team, he attended
Seton Hall on a baseball scholarship.
In school Thurston says he always
was most active in baseball because
he is not built like a basketball
player."If I could, I would play
basketball," he says.
Although he played two years of
varsity basketball at Seton Hall, he
says he was not "a good enough
player in a bad program" to play
professionally.
The fact that he was drafted out of
high school can attest to his baseball
talent. But Thurston's hopes for a
career in baseball were smashed
when he was injured his last year in
college.
After graduation, he taught high
school history at a Catholic school in
New Jersey. Because basketball
always has been in his blood, he
wrote to Fairleigh Dickinson
volunteering his services as an assistant coach.
The FDU assistant coach quit
shortly thereafter, and Thurston was
asked to fill the position. He was
paid $800 to coach and earned
$6,000 a year to teach.
"Then they asked if I wanted to

start the baseball program." He says
from the moment those words were
spoken he hated it because it took
time away from his first love —
basketball.
He assumed the position because
he was offered $1,200 to coachv'the
team. "I thought it was great even
though I hated baseball." He says
now he will not watch any baseball
except the World Series and JMU
games.
The next year, Thurston added to
his load when he was named the
school's head basketball coach
as well. For $7,000 a year, he coached both teams and was director of intramurals.
Now Thurston earns about
$40,000 a year — "give or take" —
to coach the basketball team here.
Although the figure seems high compared to Fairleigh Dickinson's offerings, it is about half of what Campanelli received.
But the difference could be made
up by matching Campanelli's four
post-season appearances. The
knowledge gained from working
with Campanelli could help
Thurston in that bid.
"The great quality Lou had was
he never settled for second best. I
don't think the program could have
gotten where it was if he wasn't like
that. He wanted to be on television.
He wanted to compete in national
championships.
"That's the big thing I learned
from him — if you ever level off,
you're falling behind.
"The only dream I had is coaching
here. Maybe I'll have another dream
some day."

—-
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Thurston teaches old Dukes new tricks
By ROB WASHBURN
The JMU men's basketball team will feature a
new coach, a new style of play and a tougher
schedule for 1985-86. But there still will be a
number of familiar faces back for the Dukes.
John Thurston takes over as head coach for
JMU after serving as an assistant to Lou Campanelli for 10 years. But according to Thurston,
"There will be a definite change in philosophy.
"Every coach has a different style of play he
feels comfortable with," Thurston said. "We will
play a more quick-tempo type of game. Where in
the past we have averaged about 50 shots a game,
this year we'll average about 70 shots a game."
Thurston emphasized, however, that his style of
play doesn't relate totally to offense.
"It's a complete system," Thurston said. "I'm
not just an offensive coach; I'm a systems coach.
We plan to play aggressively and attack on both
ends of the court."
Thurston does have the luxury of an experienced
squad to work with. JMU returns eight lettermen
and four starters from last season's 14-14 team.
Two transfers should see a lot of playing time from
the star$.
Returning at point guard for the Dukes is
6-foot-2 sophomore Robert Griffin. Griffin
started every game for JMU as a freshman. He
averaged 8.8 points a game and handed out 115
assists, the fifth-highest ever in a season for a JMU
player.
"Robert will set the pace for us this year,"
Thurston said. "He has improved over last year,
but he's still trying to play a position that takes
many years to learn. He's a hard worker and a winner."
Back at shooting guard for the Dukes will be
Eric "Boo" Brent. The 6-foot-3 junior started 19

games for JMU and became one of the team's
most consistent players in the second half of the
season. Brent averaged 12.6 points per game during the last 13 games of the season in a starting
role.
"We look for Boo Boo to blossom into a scorer
this season," Thurston said. "He's a great athlete,
and we are playing the type of game that allows
him to use his ability."
At the small forward spot will be team captain
John Newman. The 6-foot-5 junior was the Dukes'
best overall player a year ago and was named as a

I'm not just an offensive coach; I'm a
systems coach. We
plan to play aggressively and attack
on both ends of the
court."
— John Thurston,
head coach
"l>

second-team all-conference selection. He averaged
12.6 points and six rebounds a game last season.
"With John, the improvements are not as easy
to recognize because he always plays hard, he hits
the open jumper and he rebounds well," Thurston
said. "We expect him to score a little more and
continue to do the same things that he's always
done. He's a tough, aggressive player who loves to
win."
Moving into the.other forward spot is 6-foot-6
junior Ken Schwartz. Schwartz transferred to

First-year head coach John Thurston directs his players through preseason drills. He'll try to
get the Dukes running with an up-tempo approach In 1985.

JMU from Army where he was a two-year starter.
During his sophomore year, Schwartz averaged
14.5 points and 6.5 rebounds per game.
"Ken's biggest problem is that he hasn't played
a game in a year and a half," Thurston said. "He's
very strong and aggressive, and he's an excellent
shooter. He's capable of having 20-point nights."
At the center spot for the Dukes is 6-foot-6
senior Todd Banks. Banks started in only seven
games for JMU last season, but he is well-suited to
Thurston's style of play this season. He averaged
four points a game in 1984.
"fbdd gets better every year," Thurston said.
"He plays enthusiastically, and his arm reach
makes him play like he is 6-9. He's a double-figure
scorer."
The Dukes' other transfer is 6-foot-6 David
Monroe. Thurston calls Monroe "our sixth
starter." Monroe averaged 10 points a game as a
freshman at Pan American, and 11.8 points and
5.4 rebounds per game as a sophomore at Hutchinson (Ka.) Community College.
"David has played in some of the toughest
places in the country at Pan American," Thurston
said. "He's a good passer and he's been shooting
well. He makes us a steadier team."
Also returning for the Dukes are center Eric
Esch, forward Ramsey Yeatts and guards Anthony
Inge and Kevin Sutton.
Esch, a 6-foot-9 senior, started 14 games for the
Dukes a year ago and will back up Banks at center.
Esch averaged 5.7 points and 3.4 rebounds for
JMU last season.
Yeatts became a valuable reserve last season but
has been hindered by an injury again early this
season. Thurston believes Yeatts "will be one of
the top players in our league by the time he completes his career."
Inge and Sutton saw limited action last season,
but they will battle for the backup point guard
spot. Thurston said the two will be used according
to their abilities.
Two freshmen also could see playing time for
the Dukes. Six-foot-11 center Thorn Brand has
played only one season of scholastic basketball,
but Thurston says he runs and jumps well for a big
man. Freshman guard Ken Hal leek is an excellent
shooter and will contend for the back up point
guard spot.
Injuries already have had an effect on the Dukes
this season. Junior guard George Kingland, who
averaged 5.4 points per game last season has been
red-shirted because of a knee injury. There is also a
"99-percent chance" that 6-foot-8 freshman Chad
Keller will be red-shirted because of a broken foot.
Keller was expected to see a lot of playing time at
center and power forward.
JMU's schedule may be the most difficult it has
ever faced. The Dukes will play only Division I opposition this season. Besides having to face top
conference foes such as Navy, Richmond and
George Mason twice, JMU will play in-state rivals
Old Dominion, Virginia Commonwealth and
Virginia Tech twice.
The Dukes will compete in the ECAC Holiday
Festival at Madison Square Garden Dec. 26-28.
JMU will face 1984 NCAA Final Four participant
St. John's in the first round of the tournament.
Iona and St. Bonaventure round out the field.
"I can't worry about the other teams in the conference," Thurston said. "You have to play each
one twice and when you throw in ODU, VCU,
Virginia Tech and St. John's, it's like playing a
21-game conference schedule. I'm only concerned
about us."
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Netherlands recruit
gains experience
on and off the court
By SONNY DEARTH
Upon seeing him this fall, you
surely won't forget him. Who is this
skyscraping figure striding past you
outside D-Hall? You said,"Surely he
plays basketball if he's THAT tall."
Meet JMU's tallest basketball
player ever. He is the Netherlands'
6-foot-ll inch Thorn (Tommy)
Brand.
Brand came to the United States
last year as an exchange student at
Marquette High School in Illinois.
"I wanted to get international experience and learn a little about
basketball," he said.
And learn he has. Last year the
native of the small town of Papendrecht averaged 18 points, nine rebounds and six blocked shots for
Marquette. Still, Brand said, "I
didn't expect to get into a school this
large."
"My coach (Marqueue's Tom
Allen) and I sent about 100 letters to
schools with information on me."
One of those highly interested in the
potential of Brand from the letters
was JMU's then-assistant coach
John Thurston.
"He showed me around (JMU),"
Brand said. "He came to Illinois to
see me play."
Thurston's loyalty to Brand paid
off. Not only was he named head
coach after Lou Campanelli's departure, but he also had a real "diamond in the rough" to help man the
post position.
"I'm really excited about him,"
Thurston said. "He's got a lot to
learn, so we're not going to rush
him. We'll take it step-by-step.
"We can make him a shotblocker. We play him on defense
every day in practice so he can catch
up on his skills. His offensive game
is fine."
Brand figures to see action this
season backing up senior centers
Todd Banks and Eric Esch.
Brand (pronounced Brahnd)
agreed with Thurston's assessment.
"In Holland I didn't get much practice on my high post moves because I
had to play away from the basket."
Part of this is because the lane
widens toward the basket under international rules. In America, the
lane width is the same at the foul line
and under the basket.
There are obviously many differences between the Netherlands
and the United States that go beyond

basketball.
"In Holland, there are a lot of influences and nationalities. It is such
a small country; it would fit three
times into Virginia," Brand said.
"More people speak more than one
language. Usually the second
language is English."
Brand began to study English at
age 12, much earlier than most
American students begin their study
of foreign languages.
"In America the people are more
patriotic. I like that," Brand said.
"It's better than I expected,"
Brand said of the United States.
Brand is typical of many students
in what he thinks about JMU in
general. "I like it a lot. I like the
people. They're very open,and they
talk to me," Brand said. "This is
much better than in Illinois, where it
was kind of boring."
He also found the variety of
education a change from his
homeland. "It's different than in
Holland. If you go to a university
there, you have to study either
medicine or law, or teach. It's all
specified.
"I will try to graduate from here.
I'm majoring in French, maybe with
a double in either international
business or English," he said.
After college, Brand might have a
future in basketball. "After four
years, I would have improved that
much more. Maybe I'll try to play in
France or Italy," Brand said. "I
don't think I'll play in Holland.
There some American players make
$10,000 a year, but the Dutch
players have a job on the side.
Basketball is just a hobby (to the
Dutch)."
JMU was fortunate to sign Brand
last year. If someone other than
Thurston had been named head
coach. Brand might have taken his
talent elsewhere
"I'm not sure," Brand said about
whether he would have come
here if someone else had been named
coach. "If we had had a new coach,
you don't know what he was like,
and you can't talk to the other
players about him," Brand said.
For one, Thurston is glad he
recruited Brand. "At first I was leery
of having a foreign student, but
Tommy is such a pleasure to be
around," he said. "I'd take lOTommy Brands."
If JMU's first-ever foreign basketball recruit develops his raw talent,
however, one should be enough.

Thom Brand Is learning more than basketball attar coming over from
Ms natlva home in the Netherlands.
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1985-86 Men's Team
No.
5
12
13
14
20
21
22
23
31
33
35
40
42
44

Name
Kevin Sutton
Robert Griffin
Thorn Brand
Eric Brent
David Monroe
Anthony Inge
Ken Halleck
Todd Banks
George Kingland
John Newman
Chad Keller
Ken Schwartz
Ramsey Yeatts
Eric Esch

Yr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.

,

Pos.
G
G
C
G
F
G
G
F
G
F
F
F
F
C

Ht.
5-11
6-2
6-11
6-3
6-6
6-3
81
6-6
6-6
6-5
6-8
6-6
6-7
6-9

Dec. 2
Dec. 4
Dec. 7
Dec. 9
Dec. 14
Dec. 21
Dec. 26-28
Jan. 2
Jan. 4
Jan. 9
Jan. 11
Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 18
Jan. 20
Jan. 25
Jan. 27
Feb. 1
Feb. 3
Feb. 6
Feb. 8
Feb. 13
Feb. 15
Feb. 19
Feb. 22
Feb. 24
March 1-4

at Virginia Military
Radford
at Towson State
Morgan State
at Old Dominion
Baptist
at Holiday Festival
at Virginia Tech
George Mason
at U.S. Naval Academy
American
at Virginia Commonwealth
Virginia Tech
William and Mary
Richmond
at UNC-Wilmington
at East Carolina
at George Mason
Old Dominion
American (at George Mason)
U.S. Naval Academy
at Richmond
at William and Mary
Virginia Commonwealth
UNC-Wilmlngton
East Carolina
CAA Tournament

7:30 p.m
7:30 p.m
7:30 pm
7:30 p.m
7 p.m.
7:30 pm
TBA
7:30 p.m
7:30 p.m
7:30 pm
7:30 p.m
8:05 p.m
8 p.m.
7:30 pm
7:30 p.m
7:30 p.m
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 p.m
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
TBA
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Nov. 22
Nov. 25
Nov. 27
Dec. 3
Dec. 6-7
Dec. 14
Dec. 30
Jan. 3-5
Jan. 11
Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 18
Jan. 20
Jan. 25
Jan. 27
Feb. 1
Feb. 5
Feb. 7-8
Feb 12
Feb 15
Feb 17
Feb 22
Feb 24
Feb.28March 2

at Virginia
Liberty
at Virginia Commonwealth
Radford
JMU Invitational Tournament
at American
at George Mason
at Miami New Year's Classic
at East Tennessee State
American
Old Dominion
at William and Mary
at Richmond
UNC-Wilmington
East Carolina
George Mason
Virginia Tech
at Marshall University Invitational Tournament
Virginia Commonwealth
William and Mary
Richmond
at UNC-Wllmlngton
at East Carolina
CAA Tournament

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
TBA
6 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
5 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA

Sandy Broughton

1985-86 Women's Team
No.
10
11
12
14
21
22
25
30
32
33
34
44
50

Name
Diane Budd
Donna Budd
Missy Dudley
Jennifer Tutt
Floretta Jackson
Sandy Broughton
Terri Haynes
Susan Flynn
Erin Mahoney
Julie Franken
Betsy Witman
Jamie Hinton
- Alisa Harris

Yr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.

Po».
G
G
G/F
G
G
C
G
F
C
F
F
F
F/C

Ht.
5-8
5-8
5-10
5-8
5-6
6-1
5-8
5-10
6-3
6
5-11
5-10
6
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Colonial Conference: a new image for old faces

Navyis without a doubt the cream of the crop in
the Colonial again this season. The Middies are
ranked in almost every top 20 poll with 6-foot-11
David Robinson (23.6 points per game, 11.6 rebounds per game) returning as one of the country's
top big men.
The Middies also have Doug Wojcik returning
from last year's 26-6 squad at point guard and
6-foot-7 all-conference pick Vernon Butler (18.4
ppg) to add power in the middle. Sophomore Cliff
Rees should add a good outside shooting touch to
complement Wojcik at guard.
Barring any serious injuries, head coach Paul
Evans should lead his team into at least a bit of the
national spotlight this season.
"The potential is there for an excellent season,"
Evans said. "Our guys still feel there is a lot left to
accomplish."

The youth that has hurt East Carolina in
previous years has turned into experience and that
could help the Pirates improve on last year's 7-21
mark.
The Pirates checked in dead last a year ago in
conference play, but head coach Charlie Harrison
has some key returnees to help bolster his squad.
Among them is 6-foot-1 Curt Vanderhorst.
Vanderhorst is the key if ECU is going to entertain
any hopes of being competitive in conference play
this season. The senior guard averaged 17 ppg last
season.
He is backed up by 6-foot-3 sophomore Herb
Dixon (9.8 ppg) and 6-foot-2 guard William
Grady. The Pirates will also need more punch
from 6-foot-10 middleman Leon Bass. The junior
averaged 6.9 ppg and 5.3 rpg.

If there ever was a team to fit the "rebuilding
year" cliche, it has to be the 198S-86 William and
Mary squad.
Head coach Barry Parkhill said goodbye to a
number of seniors last season including allconference guard Keith Cieplicki. The only returning starter from last season's 16-12 squad is

In an effort to create a new identity for its
members, the ECAC-South conference was
laid to rest last year, and out of it came the
Colonial Athletic Association.
The "new" conference still consists of the
seven-member group from a year ago, but
the new name and new image were implemented in hopes of creating a growing image for the league.
That image has already taken shape on the
basketball floor with impressive showings in
NCAA post-season play by Richmond and
Navy. Richmond knocked off Rider and
upset Auburn before bowing out in 1984,
while the Midshipmen buried Louisiana State
before losing a close contest to Maryland in
the tournament's second round.
This year should have the Middies at the
top of the heap again with the bulk of their
squad returning. The rest of the league will
need outstanding-efforts if they are entertaining any thoughts of catching the Midshipmen.
6-foot-l senior Scott Coval. Coval averaged 7.3
ppg last season while complimenting the hot hand
of Cieplicki.
He'll be hard pressed to carry the load this year
with guard Scott Trimble (2.2 ppg) and 6-foot-10
Mark Boddy as the other top returners.
Parkhill has his work cut out for him if he hopes
to come near his team's fourth place conference
finish of a year ago. Give the Indians a year off as
a serious conference contender.

Richmond will always be considered a contender
as long as forward John Newman is in the lineup.
Newman returns as one of the premier players in
the conference as the Spiders look to find the same
magic that took them to the NCAA's two years
ago and helped them to a 21-11 mark last year.
Unfortunately, the 6-foot-7 Newman doesn't
have a very strong supporting cast to work with.
Following Newman's 21.3 ppg is 6-foot-S
sophomore forward Peter Wool folk (9.8 ppg).
Coach Dick Tarrant will also have to find a new
man to run his Spider attack with the departure of
guard Kelvin Johnson. Senior point guard Greg
Beckwith returns in the Spider backcourt.
If Newman can carry more than his share this
season, the Spiders will be in shape to challenge
most of the time they walk out to play. If he can't,
Richmond could be in for a long year.

' UNC-Wilmington will look to the middle again
this year with 6-foot-9 center Brian Rowsom returning as the team's leading scorer and rebounder
(18.3, 9.3).
Seahawk coach Mel Gibson also has two guards
returning in Bobby Jo Springer (11.8 ppg) and
Mark Gary (5.8 ppg). The Seahawks should improve on their 12-16 mark from a year ago and adjust to CAA play.
UNC-Wilmington might not be the almost-sure
win it was a year ago, but only time will tell how
good this squad is.The Seahawks have the personnel to be a definite spoiler in the CAA, but you
can't realistically label them a contender yet.

American should be looking to improve on its
9-19 season from a year ago, bdt the Eagles are still
too far away from being considered a contender in
the CAA.
Junior guard Frank Ross (14.7 ppg) returns to
lead the American attack. He'll be surrounded by a
young squad that includes sophomore forward
Eric White who returns as the Eagles' top rebounder with 5.9 per game.
Look for American to struggle through another
long season in the Colonial. After coming from the
East Coast Conference two seasons ago, the Eagles
still haven't adjusted to the step up in play.

George Mason has to deal with the loss of Carlos
Yates.
The Patriots lose one of the conference's leading
scorers in Yates, but seniors Rob Rose and Ricky
Wilson should step in to make the Patriots a solid
squad.
Wilson, a 6-foot-3 guard, averaged 12.7 ppg
while complementing Yates last season. The
o-toot-5 Rose also came into his own, averaging
14.8ppg and 8 rebounds per game
thi„T ?a,n°tS */e COming off m ,81 1 ye" with «
aCe C nferCnCe finish The ,oss of Yatcs
co
ii
Ki °
could
be a blessing
in disguise -when GMU starts to
Ptay as a more balanced squad and surprise some
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Team aims for CAA title

Women's squad keeps getting better
By PAUL BERGERON
Women's basketball at JMU
can only get better.
That might be hard to say for a
team coming off its best season ever
at 22-7, but the Dukes have quite a
few contributing factors pointing in
the positive direction.
Shelia Moorman, now in her
fourth year as head coach, has her
most experienced squad ever. Guard
Sue Manelski is the only starter lost
from last year. A trio of junior
starters return with another year
of experience behind them. This
enables Moorman to set higher standards for her team.
"We came a long way last year.
The 22 wins were very satisfying,"
she said. "Still, the things we wanted
to get accomplished were not done."
Specifically, this team wants a
conference title. The Dukes' only
conference losses were to East
Carolina, including the conference
championship.
"Winning the conference is our
major goal," said returning starting
point guard Flo Jackson.
Junior forward Betsy Witman
echoed her. "We feel we can win the
conference. It should come down to
ECU and us."
Witman (16.5 ppg, 13 games) will
have something to show her conference opponents this year. She
missed all but one conference game
last year due to injury. Included
were the three narrow losses to the
Pirates by margins of three, four and
six points.
Experience helped ECU against
the Dukes last year, according to
Moorman. Despite losing two
starters, ECU is still the favorite to
win the conference again, Moorman
said.
"We are the primary contender.
American didn't lose anyone to
graduation," Moorman said. "With
the addition of forward recruit Kelly
Lane, they are the most improved.
George Mason is the dark horse,
they are young and talented.
The Dukes will play their most difficult schedule ever, according to
Moorman. This leads them to a se\ cond goal of the season — to establish recognition.
In other words, to "put together a
schedule you want to succeed while
still being challenged," Moorman
said.
That challenge will come from
fellow 20-game winners Oklahoma,
Miami, Notre Dame and LaSalle in
the Miami New Year's Classic. Last

year's national champion, Old
Dominion, will visit JMU Jan. 15.
JMU opened the season with a
loss at nationally ranked Virginia.
Last year's team recorded the first
victory over a top 20 team in JMU
history when it beat St. Joseph's
(Pa.).
"We're on the verge of becoming
a top 20 team," Jackson said. "We

have to beat other teams in that
category before we get there."
Jackson could be the player to put
them in the top 20. Along with cocaptain Julie Fran ken and Witman,
Jackson's experience and ability are
expected to lead the team.
This year Jackson hopes to contribute more on the scoreboard.
"I've been working on my shooting,

Julie Franken Is one of several returning starters from last season's
22-7 squad. The junior forward will provide muscle In the middle
along with 1984 conference rookle-of-the-year Alisa Harris.

my field goal percentage is up," she
said. "Other teams might back off
when I have the ball. If they do, I'll
shoot."
Opponents have reason to back
off, last year Jackson dished off 150
assists for a school-season record.
Moorman sees the improved confidence in Jackson's shooting. "We
will look for her to score more. She
has tremendous physical ability and
contributes a little bit of everything
to the team."
The number two guard spot is
JMU's main concern. The loss of
Manelski, the school's all-time
leading scorer, hurt. Guards Jennifer Tutt (1.2 ppg) and Terri
Haynes (1.7 ppg) saw limited action
last year. Both have been plagued by
injuries.
The spot has now opened up for
freshman Missy Dudley. The
5-foot-10 inch guard is inexperienced, but size and shooting ability
could overcome that.
"We looked for a scorer to replace
Sue. Missy has good strength and is
an excellent perimeter shooter. Her
height enables her to play forward,"
Moorman said.
Freshman Donna Budd will see
playing time at point guard. This will
allow Jackson to play at second
guard, according to Moorman.
Budd's twin sister Diane will add
depth at shooting guard.
The Dukes will rely on two sixfooters for rebounding and defense.
Franken was a member of the silver
medalist East team (along with
Jackson) at the 1985 National Sports
Festival. Last year Franken led the
team in rebounding and scored 8.6
PPgAt center wili be last year's conference rookie of the year, Alisa
Harris. Harris averaged over 11
points and 5.9 rebounds a game. Her
51.5 field goal percentage was the
third highest ever at JMU.
"Franken and Harris are not big,
but their quickness allows them to
maneuver well inside," Moorman
said.
Witman is recovering from ankle
surgery in August, which forced her
to miss early practice and conditioning. "I am basically in good shape,"
Witman said of her rehabilitation.
With a scoring average of 16.5 last
year, Witman's health will be a key
to the offense.
Sue Flynn, Erin Mahony and
Sandy Broughton return to add
depth inside. Freshman Jamie Hinton, who Moorman says can outrun
and outjump anyone on the team,
also will contribute.
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Team leader
Experienced guard plays 'motivating coach'
By PAUL BERGERON
Flo Jackson wants to make things
happen.
Starting her third year at point
guard for the women's basketball
team, Jackson has matured steadily
from freshman contributor to team
leader and program builder.
.Her improved skill, confidence
and intense ability to motivate those
around her was rewarded when she
was named team co-captain with
Julie Franken.
"Flo became our team leader last
year," said head coach Shelia Moorman. "Her demeanor allows her to
assume leadership with her peers."
Her position almost automatically
made her into a natural leader.
"They look to me to run the team on
the court," Jackson said. "The team
feels I should be captain and they
look to me to be a leader."
Jackson feels she is most valuable
as co-captain during practice. "You
have to be an example in practice,"
she said. "Mental toughness is the
most important thing a player has to
have in basketball."

"/ had a good
sense this is
where I wanted
to go. They
wanted to build
a program here
and so did I."
— Flo Jackson
\

Jackson plays the "motivating
coach" in practice. "I have to keep
pushing our players. If they don't
listen to me the first time 1 keep telling them.
"I can tell by my experience, you
have to keep working. A true athlete
won't give up," she said.
"The players look up to her
because of her skills as a basketball
player and because of the type of
person she is," Moorman said.
Moorman also feels Jackson sets
an excellent example for the team.
"When she continually does what is
asked of her, she can demand it from
her teammates. Flo is by far our
leader."

Based on her accomplishments in
basketball alone, any coach would
like Jackson to lead by example. She
took over the point guard spot midway through her freshman year and
has not missed a game since.
Last year Jackson set a singleseason assist mark of 150 and needs
only 25 more to become the all-time
leader. She averaged 9.3 points a
game and equalled her career high of
17 points three times.
These point totals alone, however,
did not satisfy her. Jackson worked
up to five hours a day on shooting
and achieving consistent form all
summer.
"Improving my shooting has
made me a better all-around
player," she said. "The coaches
pushed me hard to improve my
shooting; my percentage is up."
Jackson may surprise a lot of opponents this year with her new
weapon. "Teams were looking for
me to pass," she said. "Now I can
shoot. They'll be shocked."
Moorman intends to use Jackson
more in the offense. "She will look
to score more. Now we can also use
her at the number two shooting
guard."
Jackson's active summer of playing may have played the most important role in her ability as a player.
The junior was a co-captain of the
silver-medal East team at the National Sports Festival in Baton
Rouge, La. She scored 45 points in
six games, including a team-high 13
in a loss to the Soviet Union.
Jackson also co-captained the
U.S. Junior National Team. That
team placed fifth in a World Championship competition for Junior
Women held in Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Playing with and against the best
international players did a world of
good for Jackson, both mentally and
physically.
"These experiences really
motivated me to be the best player I
possibly can," she said. "It was a
great experience that boosted my
confidence 100 times and made me
more self-motivated."
Jackson has two years left to continue to promote the JMU program.
Coming here was fully intentional
Jackson said. "I had a good sense
this is where I wanted to go. They
wanted to build a program here and
so did I.
"I looked at and visited a lot of

schools (among them Southern
California and Clemson), and I
could have gone just about
anywhere."
JMU's attitude and atmosphere
clinched the decision. "It is so laid
back here," she said. "I am very
comfortable."
The players and coaches impressed Jackson most. She said the
coaches take every player and treat
them equally. "Some of the top 20

schools I visited had players with big
heads," she added. "The second string wasn't given equal opportunity
and attention. I had the confidence
that the coaches here could go out
and recruit the top players, and they
have.
"We've set so many school
records in the last three years,"
Jackson continued. "We are on the
verge of being a top 20 program.
That would a final goal and it is in
reach."

Flo Jackson was a key to running the Dukes' offense last season.
This year she'll be looked to for more scoring and leadership.
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Moorman's finished product worth a look
By MARK CHARNOCK
JMU has been known for its nationally prominent head coach Lou
Campanelli, who molded his Dukes
into one of the finest defensive teams
in the nation during his 13 years at
the helm.
However, behind the scenes
without the glitter and glamour of an
"Electric Zoo" atmosphere, the tide
now seems to be in favor of an everchanging women's program.
Gone is Campanelli. The New
Jersey native has taken his balanced
attack and headed for the sunny
70-degree days of the University of
California .Berkley campus.

Commentary
Gone too are the Dukes' NCAA
appearances. The program is now
trying to get its wind back from
Campanelli's stinging departure and
regroup under new head coach John
Thurston.
While the transitional period
seems evident on the men's side, the
women's program is going through
an incredible metamorphasis.
Under third-year head coach
Shelia Moorman, the Dukes have rejuvenated a program that seemed
almost dead before Moorman's arrival.
During the lean years, JMU
women's basketball did not experience an above—.500 season.
Those numbers and their correlating
attitudes have since been dispensed
with, according to Moorman.
"We feel real positive about the
strides we've made and about the
quality of players we've brought
in," Moorman said.
"We feel a certain satisfaction in
their development. The players in
our program are developing; they're
getting better every year."
Moorman again can be considered
the key factor in the growth and
development of those players. In just
three recruiting years, Moorman has
taken the team from five straight losing seasons to a school-record
22-win season in 1984. One of the
things she attributes the success to is
a changed attitude in her staff and
players.
Before her term began, the Dukes
seemingly went through the motions
without enthusiasm and a love for
the game. Now Moorman says, vou
can see a clear determination to v4in
in her players.
"Right now our playecs have
dreams they've never had before,"
she says, "They want to work hard
and win the conference, and they
want to do the things it will take to
go on to post-season play."
That willingness has been spurred
not only by the success of the program, but the success of individual
Players as well.

Over the summer of 1985, guard
Flo Jackson and forward Julie
Franken took their talents to the National Sports Festival tryouts. Each
had no definite goal in mind upon
arrival, but both left with renewed
confidence that Moorman and her
program were workinng well at
JMU. Both players earned spots on
the squad that boasts talent form
such schools as Maryland, Virginia,
Penn State, and Georgia and Old
Dominion.
The 1985 season might also mark
a turning point in post-season play
for the Dukes. Ironically, the call
could come from the NCAA for the
women instead of the men this year.
JMU fell one game short of an atlarge bid to the NCAA's last year
when it suffered a 65-59 loss to
perennial Colonial Athletic Association tournament power East
Carolina in the finals of the conference tournament.
Moorman can still clearly
remember the loss and the pain of
having such a successful season cut
short. Moreover, she must
remember the controversial selection
process for the all-conference team
and Coach of the Year in 1984.
Moorman was overlooked in the
Coach of the Year voting and JMU
players were nearly omitted from
conference honors.
Even clearer is the mind of assistant coach Andy Morrison, a key
recruiter whom Moorman brought
with her to help develop talent for
the program.
It was an angry Morrison who raged when Moorman was not selected
for her three-year effort in building
the Dukes into a winner.
"This is the coach of the year,"
she said gesturing to Moorman during an off game in the conference
tournament in Richmond last
season. "This woman has built the
program into a winner. Any coach
can win when her team is stacked."

Sheila Moorman enters her fourth year as head coach of the Dukes.
This year she has added another solid recruiting class to a squad of
veterans in hopes of taking the CAA title.

said during the two teams' first metWhile subject to moments of ting a year ago.
outrage at times, even Morrison can
While the program has seemed to
almost sit back and challenge JMU have hit a peak of sorts, Moorman is
opponents to take the conference tiquick to point out she is still
tle this season.
building. She lost JMU women's
In order to ensure a good level of all-time leading scorer Sue Manelski
preparedness within her squad,
last year along with the all-time
Moorman has laced the schedule
leading rebounder Michele James.
with quality opponents across the
In order to compensate for that,
board. Conference rivals like ECU,
Moorman has brought in another
North Carolina-Wilmington and
quality recruiting class with Western
George Mason will test the Dukes.
Albermarle high school's Missy
Old Dominion, Miami, Notre Dame,
Dudley at the top of it. Dudley is a
Oklahoma and LaSalle have also' 5'10" guard who can do the work of
been added. Never before have the
both Manelski and James. Add her
Dukes had so many quality opto four returning starters from a year
ponents on the schedule. That in ■ ago and you find Moorman never
skipped a beat in the transition from
itself is a testimonial to the national
a year ago.
respect the program is garnering.
ECU coach Emily Manwaring saw
"We have a lot of choices this
season," Moorman says, "It's a God
the program building and knew that
feeling to know you can potentially
the Dukes would someday reach this
create
an exciting style of play."
level, but perhaps not this soon.
Along with creating that style of
"I expected everything I have seen
play, Moorman must also rekindle
so far from James Madison," she

the winning attitudes from a year
ago. Unlike her initial season, Moorman thinks her team will handle a
great deal of the load when it comes
- to determining the season's mindset.
Moorman, herself, is a product of
the work ethic that is now instilled
into her team.
Her teams, whether on the high
school level or above, never failed
for lack of intitiative or hard work,
and that is what Moorman continually digresses to when she talks
about her team.
However, the monster is starting
to take over the creator now as her '
players have taken leadership roles
and her job becomes easier.
"Our players at JMU have majorcollege attitudes right now," she
said. "They are working at their
game year-round, and they are
working because they want
to ...because they know what they
can do."
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7 DAYS A WEEK

11 am-2 pm Just $3.39

Pre-Football Buffet

MONDAY

7 pm-9 pm Just $3.39

Half- Price Pizza

TUESDAY

4 pm -11 pm Lg. Dine-In Only

• Lunch Buffet Now

SUNDAY, MONDAY

Happy Hour Prices
•
•
•
•
•

During NFL Games

2 Wide Screen TV's
Private Party Room
Group Rates
Salad Bar, Pasta, Sandwiches
Regular and Pan Crust

FAST FREE DELIVERY

433-0606
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

■ Dinner
unmet Specialsopouiaii
Dinner Special - | Dinner Special |
■ Medium 1 Topping"! Medium 1 Topping
• Large 1 Topping m
Pizza
_ I
I
Pizza
..
Pizza
11
Plus 2 Free Cokes 11 Plus 2 Free Cokes | - Plus 4 Free Cokes - I
(Reg. crust only)
- (Reg. crust only) _
(Reg. crust only)

I

I

$6.50

"

'with coupon, Expires1
12-31-85

$6.50

■■

With coupon, Expires
12-31-85
1

I

$8.50
T.»

With coupon, Expires
12-31-85

Dinner Special
Large

1 Topping
Pizza
Plus 4 Free Cokes
(Reg. crust only)

I _ $8.50
II

I
I

InehrtMTu

With coupon, Expires
12-31-85
J|
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Artwork and crafts up for bid in art auction
By Lisa Link
staff writer

Artwork, supplies and crafts now
dress Duke Fine Art Center's Sawhill
Gallery in an array of colors, styles
and media. Now through Dec. 8 the
gallery is taking donations for
JMU's Third Annual Art Scholarship Exhibition and Auction.
Students, Harrisonburg residents
and faculty and staff members can
contribute artwork and supplies to
the auction. The event takes place 2
p.m. Dec. 8 with Jeff Evans of
Green Valley Auctions as auctioneer.
All money from the auction will
be presented to students as scholarships. While the cause is a worthy
one, another important aspect of the
auction is that it allows students,
faculty and staff members and Harrisonburg residents to interact.
The exhibition runs the gamut in
artwork and art paraphernalia.

Prints dominate the show, but
books,
frames,
supplies,
photography, paintings and sketches
also will be auctioned.
This exhibiton poses an opportunity for the buyer and the art appreciator. Sawhill Gallery is open
8:30 a.m.-noon, 1-4:30 p.m. and 7-9
p.m. Monday-Friday. Saturday and
Sunday the gallery is open 1-5 p.m.
Everyone is invited to view items up
for auction before the bidding starts.
Some items to be auctioned
deserve special attention for the
amateur art buyer. The landscapes
sketched in pencil, the color block
prints and the ceramic works demand a second glance. These pieces
strike the viewer for their originality
and simplicity.
Other works on display are startling for their romantic quality. "Interlude," a framed work is especially
moving. The three Pre-Raphelite
posters equally delight audience

members.
One set of books in the auction includes such works as Van Gogh,
Rembrandt, Durer and Picasso.
Each book is a separate volume and
has an intricately decorated and matching coverslip.
But the scarves are the most
spellbinding items on exhibit. Long,

silky and dyed in muted water color
tones, these fineries would be an
asset to any feminine wardrobe.
The above is just a brief preview
of the bargains to be found Dec. 8.
Items in the show-promise to be worthwhile investments and to provide
major contributions to the art
scholarship fund.

After Hours
Thursday
MUSIC
• Thompson Twins and OMD — Godwin Hall, 8 p.m.
• Jellyfish Bluss Band — Mystic Den, $2 cover charge.
• d.J. — Players, Ladles Night, no cover charge for
ladles, $1 for men.
• JMU Jazz Improv — Little Grill, S1 cover charge.
• d.J. — J.M.'s, Alpha Sigma Tau and Sigma Nu sponsor night, $1 cover charge.
• d.). — Calhoun's, Locals Night, $.50 cover charge.
• Bobby Helm (country) — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.

MOVIES
• Santa Claus: the Movls (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.
and 9:05 p.m.
• King Solomon's Mines (PQ-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30
p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
• Young Sherlock Holmes (PG-13)) — Roth Theatres,
7:15 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
• Jagged Edge (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:10
p.m., 3:15 p.m., 5:25 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
• Once Bitten (PQ-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
• Target (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1 p.m., 3
p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
• Rocky IV (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Krush Groove (R) — Virginia Theatre, 7 and 9 p.m.
• Hang 'em High (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

• Southern Breeze (country) — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.
• d.J. — J.M.'s, $1 cover charge.
• Happy Feet — Scruples, $3 cover charge.
• Out to Lunch Orchestra (Jazz) — Little Grill, $1 cover
charge.
• D. C. Star — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.

MOVIES
• Santa Claus: the Movie (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.
and 9:05 p.m.
• King Solomon's Mines (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30
p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
• Young Sherlock Holmes (PG-13)) — Roth Theatres,
7:15 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
• Jagged Edge (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 3:15
p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
• Once Bitten (PG-13) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 7:20 p.m.
• Streetwalkln' (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
• Spies Like Us (PG) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
• Rocky IV (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Annlhllators (R) — Virginia Theatre, 7:30 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.
• Qremllna (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
• Blazing Saddles <R) — Gratton-Stovall Theatre, midnight.

THEATRE

THEATRE
• Bat Duology (two one acts) — Wampler Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m., $2 admission.

• Bat Duology (two one acts) — Wampler Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m., $2 admission.

• D. C. Star — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.

MOVIES
• Santa Claus: the Movie (PG) - Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.,
7 p.m. and 9:05 p.m.
• King Solomon's Mines (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2
p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
• Young Sherlock Holmes (PG-13)) - Roth Theatres, 2
p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
• Jagged Edge (R) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 3:15
p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
• Once Bitten (PG-13) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 7:20 p.m.
• Streetwalkln' (R) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
• Spies Like Us (PG) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
• Rocky IV (PG) - valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m
• Annlhllators (R) - Virginia Theatre, 7:30 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.
« * Qn>mlln" <PQ> - Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
• RoblnHood (G) - Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 2 p.m.

THEATRE
• Bat Duology (two one acts) - Wampler Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m., $2 admission.

DANCE
.„' R,!p#rt0f» To"r'nfl Company In Concert - LatlmerShaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m., $3 admission with JMU ID $4
general public.
'

Artworks

DANCE

DANCE
• Repertory Touring Company In Concert — LatlmerShaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m., $2 admission with JMU ID, $3
general public.

• Repertory Touring Company In Concert — LatlmerShaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m., $3 admission with JMU ID, $4
general public.

Saturday

COMEDY
• Professional Comedians Night
Sheraton Inn, $3 cover charge.

— Scruple's,

Friday
MUSIC
• Roadducks and Rhythm Rats — Mystic Den, $5
cover charge.
• d.J. — Players, Midnight Madness, $1 cover charge.
• Choirboys (rock 'n' roll — Calhoun's, S2 cover
charge.

MUSIC
• YoYo Head, the Trl and MLI - Mystic Den, $2 cover
charge.
• d.J. — Players, $1 cover charge.
• Ryall Brothers — Calhoun's, $1 cover charge.
• Southern Breeze — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
• d.J. — J.M.'s, dance contest, $1 cover charge.
• Happy Foot — Scruples, $3 cover charge.
• Windfall (folk, country and bluegrass) — Little Grill,
St.50 cover charge.

^

SAWHILL GALLERY
"
-*P* "l™*1 JKM" Art Scholarship Exhibition and
£? a^T I T°P R60" 8 ,n Duke F,ne Art»- a"ctlc-n
Dec. 8 at 2 p.m. In Latlmer-Shaeffer Theatre.
Sawhill Gallery hours: Mon. through Frl. 8:30-noon,
1-4:30 p.m., 7-9 p.m.; Sal. and Sun. 1-5 p.m.
ARTWORKS GALLERY

ZlrWe'S" ^ ■"■ C'"*"n "

ThrOU h

° °~- » '"

THE OTHER GALLERY
ZlrkSHotM^" ^

Kathy K

"H ~

Thr0uflh

^

14 ,n

Zlrkle House hours: Mon. through Thurs. noon-5 pp m
Sat. and Sun. noon-4 p.m.
'
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DISTRIBUTERS OF
Electronic Products

and

1041 SOUTH HIOM STMIT
POST OFFICf BOX K4
HAftfllSONIUNG. VIRGINIA 12—1

Electrical Supplies
(703) 434-1751

value

THE LAMP
THAT
MAGNIFIES
• Great for fine print, hobbies, sewing, etc.
• Clamps to any shelf
• Portable, adjusts to a ♦"■■rh
• 30" reach
• Takes 60 watt bulb
• Beige finish

$29.95

LARGE
CLAMP-ON
All metal
Porcelain socket
Assorted Colors

$14.50
KM

Serve 'N' Save
Wieners

!

ice"?/* ciub

I

• Wide reflector holds 150 watt bulb
• Contrasting cord extends 14 ft.
» Cnoose white I red cord or brown I
white cord
• Great for dorm rooms or study
areas

*m*%fiq

- °** ^J #S
a

Surf Laundry
Detergent

$6.80

$ J 99
,
*f
17l0

$ 69

Sffift
£/» mini

1
A

G»I.

KROGER

Extra Thick
Potato Chips

W88S
75o, FREE!

Vnhi
TUDI

BUY ONEGET ONE

Yogurt

8o2

One test where only
you know the score.
(Check One)

FREE!

Yes

Lowenbrau
Special Beer
t-12-w. Btfc.

$1

CURLY
CLAMP

1 Coc»

No

an

Do you want to be the
only ono who knows
when you use an early
pregnancy lest?

DD

Would you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?

an
an

9*

/

Red Emperor
Grapes

Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry it with you and
read it in private?
And how about a simple,
one step test with a dramatic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

Pound

i0

r*» to ■>«*»*■
ONDMM

II
COPVStGMT I9S6 TMfKftOGIA CO ITEMS AND
PBlC(S GOOD SUNOAV. OfC 1 THROUGH
SATURDAY QIC 7. 1MB. IN MABHISONBUPG
Wt fltS»«Vt IM» HlGMT lO IIMIT QUANTITIES
NONf SOLO m OfAlfRS

If you checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PLUS is for
you. Use it, and only you
will know your test score.
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The Office of Student Activities is sponsoring a
Christmas tree lighting
ceremony and a Christmas
craft show. The tree lighting
ceremony will be held Friday,
Dec. 13, at 6 p.m. with
refreshments to follow. Come
on out and do your Christmas
shopping at the Christmas
craft show which will begin at
7 p.m. Crafts also will be
displayed on Saturday, Dec.
14, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. These
events will be held in the Percy
H. Warren Campus Center.

j^jjp^-^K^
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Sports
Dukes hand Radford [~1
first loss of season
following slow start
By Rob Washburn

staff writer

The JMU women's basketball
team used three juniors and a sup rising freshman to hand Radford its
first defeat 70-61 Tuesday night at
the Convocation Center.
"I'm real glad to get that win,"
JMU head coach Shelia Moorman
said. "Radford's a good team and
they're going to give you a tough
scrap the whole time."
The Dukes (3-1) and Highlanders
(3-1) spent much of the first half exchanging the lead. Radford jumped
out to an early 4-0 lead, but the
Dukes came back to lead 8-6 on a
17-foot jumper by guard Flo
Jackson.
JMU slowly pulled away when a
Alisa Harris basket gave the Dukes a
23-16 lead late in the first half. The
Highlanders responded, however,
running off eight straight points to
take a 24-23 lead.
The Dukes then ran off a string of
six points to regain the lead by five.
JMU was able to retain that margain
throughout the rest of the first half,
taking a 33-28 advantage into the
locker room.
The Dukes were only able to shoot
40 percent from the floor in the first
half, and according to Moorman,
never got in the flow offensively.
"It took us a long time to get in an
offensive flow in the half court
game," Moorman said. "That's
mainly what we talked about at
halftime."
Radford attempted to catch JMU

in the second half, but could get no
closer than two, thanks in part to the
play of juniors Julie Franken, Betsy
Witman, and Jackson. Everytime
the Dukes needed a clutch basket,
they turned to the veterans.
"It's the mark of an experienced
team," Moorman said. "We have a
good deal of experience with our trio
of juniors. . . and we really look to
them."
^
With the score 42-40, JMU was
able to break away for the final time.
The Dukes outscored the
Highlanders 11-2, and took an
11-point lead with 9:43 left in the
game.
From that point, Radford could
get no closer than five points. Most
important for JMU was their ability
to stop the Highlander's freshman
point guard Stephanie Howard.
Howard, Radford's leading scorer,
was averaging 17 points per game
coming into the contest, but was
held to just six.
Moorman gave credit to Jackson
and freshman Donna Budd for silencing Howard.
"We put two pretty darn quick,
hard-working defenders on her,"
Moorman said. "We'd let Flo get at
her for a while, then put Donna on
her. That's a pretty tough thing for a
freshman to handle without turning
the ball over."
Besides playing well defensively,
Budd came off the bench to run the
team effectively from the point
guard spot. She also contributed
See RADFORD page 18 *•

Staff photo by MING LEONQ

JMU's Flo Jackson goes In for a layup In Tuesday's win over Radford.
The win puts the women at 3-1 on the year.

Thurston keeps promise of up-tempo offense
By Rob Washburn
staff writer

When John Thurston took over as head coach of
the JMU men's basketball team, he promised to institute a new up-tempo offensive attack.
In the Dukes' opening game Monday night at
Virginia Military Institute, Thurston's new offense
certainly provided some exciting JMU basketball,
with the Dukes scoring the most points in a game
since 1981.
Unfortunately, JMU forgot to play defense during the first half, resulting in a 91-88 loss at the
hands of the Keydets.
"I'm disappointed because I don't think we did
the things we wanted to do," Thurston said. "We
lost the game in the first 10 minutes."
The Dukes' first half ineffectiveness stemmed
mostly from nervousness. JMU turned the ball
over on three of its first four possessions, enabling

_

VMI (4-0) to jump out to an early 9-2 lead. The
Dukes were able to close within four on an Eric
"Boo Boo" Brent jump shot, but the Keydets built
their lead back to nine with 13:25 left in the first
half.
"In the first 10 minutes we had the jitters, and
got all out of whack," Thurston said. "I gambled
by not playing an exhibition game, and I lost the
gamble. It was my fault."
Behind the shooting of Brent and transfer David
Monroe (12 points in the first half), JMU closed to
within three with 9:33 remaining, forcing the
Keydets to call time out. But again the Keydets
were able to break away. VMI consistently beat the
Dukes defense downcourt for easy baskets in the
first half.
"We couldn't get back on defense," Thurston
said. "The defense gave up 23 transition points in
the first half."
The Keydets regained their nine-point lead with

2:05 remaining, but the Dukes managed to close
the margain to 43-38 at halftime behind Monroe
and a Robert Griffin jumper at the buzzer.
JMU seemed to solve its problems at halftime.
The Dukes reeled off the first six points of the second half, taking a 44-43 lead on a jumper by
Monroe. But VMI's Gay Elmore hit a jumper to
give the Keydets back a lead they never lost.
"We lost our poise after they came back,"
Thurston said.
The Dukes tied the game at 49 on two Brent free
throws with 13:48 left in the game, but VMI
outscored JMU 14-3 over the next four minutes to
regain control.
Foul trouble plagued the Dukes throughout the
contest. Brent, Monroe and forward John
Newman fouled out of the game, with Newman's
loss the most costly.
See OPENER page 1«" ►
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20th in the NCAA Div. II Top 20
poll.

Volleyball team
to go to NCAAs

Men s

The JMU women's volleyball
team has received an invitation to
participate in the NCAA Division II
Volleyball Championships.
The Dukes (31-18) will participate
in the 16-team tournament for the
second straight year. JMU will face
Nebraska-Omaha in Omaha on Dec.
6.
The Dukes are cunrently ranked

Swimming"

JMU recorded its first-ever defeat
of the University of Virginia 59-54
on Nov. 26 at Savage Natatorium.
Sophomores Brian Tobias, Randy
Parker, Mike Geough and junior
Chris Keoughan won the 400 yard
freestyle relay in a JMU record time
of 3:07.57 to give the Dukes the victory.
Parker, Keoughan, and freshman
Bill Brackman had record-setting
times in other events to lead JMU.

HEE flEPBRT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ACTIVITIES

CANCELLATIONS — Recreational swim will be cancelled Friday and Saturday due to the JMU
Invitational Swim Meet. Godwin
Hall will close today at 5 p.m. and
all recreation will be cancelled due
to the UPB concert.
GOLF — Effective Jan. 1, 1986,
the student fee for use of Lakeview
Golf Course will be $2 with student
ID.

ROLLERSKATING - Rollerskate for free Dec. 12 at Skatetown
USA from 7:30-10 p.m. Skate rental will be available.
AEROBICS — Classes are held
Monday-Friday from 6:30-7:15
p.m. in Godwin Hall gym.
Classes also are held Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings
from 7-7:45 a.m. in the gym.

THE BEST THINGS
IN LIFE ARE FREE.
Staplers, paper cutters, hole punches, tape,
white-out, glue sticks, paper clips and a large,
well organized workspace are yours for the
asking. And copies are a steal, too.

MMws

Next to Wampler Theatre

433-9287

1010 South Main

24 HOURS

OPEN
WOUJ4))0

JownjonS

RESTA URANT
FOR THE MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES:

Early Bird Special
(Served 10:30 p.m. - 6:30 a.m.)
' 2Egg*,Hcuhbrowm, Toast

$125
Across from 1-61

Visa A Master Charge Accepted

The junior captain was assigned
the task of guarding Elmore, the
Keydets leading scorer, but because
of foul problems, he spent only 24 of
the 40 minutes on the court. Elmore
finished the game with a VM1
school-record 38 points.
"I probably shouldn't have waited
so long to go to man-to-man, but
foul trouble wouldn't let us do it,"
Thurston said. "You can't let a
23-point a game scorer (Elmore) get
38. He was the only guy who could
beat us."
JMU tried to make up the deficit,
but the Keydets iced it from the foul
line. VMI shot only 67.6 percent
from the foul line for the game, but
they hit 12 of 15 foul shots down the
stretch.
The Dukes made one final run at
the Keydets behind freshman guard
Ken Halleck. Halleck, who Thurston
put in to provide quickness in the

final minute, scored on a rebound of
a Kevin Sutton miss with 11 seconds
remaining, cutting the lead to 91-86.
Halleck then stole the inbounds
pass, hit a short jumper and was
fouled with three seconds remaining.
Halleck was unable to connect on
the free throw, however, and the
Keydets grabbed the rebound and
the victory.
Brent led JMU scorers with 19
points, followed by Griffin with 18
and Monroe with 17.
VMI coach Marty Fletcher was
impressed by the Dukes' performance.
"It was a very entertaining ball
game," Fletcher said. "JMU played
a whale of a ball game for their first
game out of the saddle."
Thurston was not discouraged by
the Dukes' play either.
"I'll get better, and they'll get better," Thurston said. "It's only one
loss."

Radford
*• (continued from page 17)

seven points.
"I was most pleased with the performance of Donna Budd," Moorman said. "She really gave us a
spark, created a lot of turnovers,
came up with the loose balls and was
pretty heady on the offensive end of
the floor."
Franken and Harris led JMU's

scoring with 16 points, followed by
Jackson with 14 and Witman with
12.
The Dukes will host the JMU Invitational Tournament Friday and
Saturday night at the Convocation
Center. Morgan State will play
Wake Forest in the first game at 6
p.m., with JMU playing Princeton
at 8 p.m. on Friday.

Madison Marketing Association
is proud to announce

1986
Ladies of JMU Calendar
Available at these locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harrison Hall A-134
Outdoor Place
Mark - It
World Bazaar
Body Notions
Kwik Copy
Hughes Pharmacy
JM's
Classic Tuxedos
Port Republic Exxon
Big A Auto Parts
Jess's Quick Lunch
Downtown Books
or any MMA member

An incredible deal in time for Christmas.
^ Now just $3.50 each or two for $6.00.
Please support our advertisers.
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TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Book Fair

Ciro's Pizza

Records too!
Sat. Dec.7 (9-5)
Sun. Dec.8(12-5)

SPECIAL

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese

Green Valley Auction Barn, 2 miles east of Mt. Crawford, VA 1-81, Exit 61.
Approximately 5 miles south of JMU. Signs posted from 1-81. New books
only! A great selection of gift books, children's books, etc. You'll find cooking and crafts, literature, reference, history, the arts, sports, how to books,
plus much more. A real special will be a large group of Fine Binding
Classics at $2.50 each! There will also be a large selection of new and used
records, plus a truckload of small gifts ideal for stocking stuffers, or that
hard to buy for person. All In all a very special weekend at the Book Fair!
See You There. For more Information call 434-4260 or 434-8849

(with this
coupon only)

ONLY $5.99

The Original Italian Pizza
778 E. Market Street

434-5375
munu

Special Limited Offer!
Sign up now for a beautiful, luxuriously
furnished condominium.
A CTNO W, before Christmas break to reserve an
apartment for second semester and you will
receive:
* First month's heating & electric FREE!
*
Only $100.00 Security deposit.
* NO RENT DUE until January 1986.
Madison Manor is an exciting new student community
featuring:

> Fireplaces and ceilingfans
in every unit
> Fully furnished
»2 &3 bedrooms
' Swimming pool
> Tennis court
1
Fitness center
FREE cable TV
^
Convenient bus
service toJMU

SNOWSHOE
TAKE-OFF.
Showshoe's new management kicks oil our
Wild Wonderful Season by^^^. offering
fantastic savings lo /y
"\icollege
students now^^^^^Jf
JJ through
Christmas

Thrill to
best
, skiing in
Mid-America
Jnd save through
Dec 24th (skiingChristmas Day Free!)
Forexample.Mon.-Fn $15lift
nq
tickets are just $7.50 Weekend Srf~Q
tickets $12.50.

£35% OFF
LODGING.
Our |000 condo units and 228 room
rrsort hotel along with budget lodge
.ind bunk re nuns give you an unlimited
choice of accommodations.
Save through Dec 24tfi

Save through Dec. 25th
Take a break from the books and
make tracks forSnowshoe v\rsi Virginia
at Wild Wonderful savings

Limited number of units still available
Call 434-6166 to make your reservation!
Singles welcome!
Roommate Locating Service

MJTDJSOK
MXWR

TAKE
n OFF FOR
SNOWSHOE.
The Island In The Sk>

Call now for information reservations
and directions 'M>A o?_' 5252
Student I D card requited
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Viewpoint
Columnist takes a long, hard look at JMU
From left field
Harry Atwood
JMU students lament! The Cavalier Daily of the
mighty University of Virginia has discovered the
numerous flaws of our lowly university and has
revealed JMU as the rat-infested sewage hole that
it is.
Friends, it is time to set ourselves to cleaning up
our act, our campus, our frame of mind and our
various bodily parts!
After reading the scholarly Mr. Lefkowicz's letter, I was naturally ashamed of my school. How
could we let so many blunders go unnoticed?
The letter points to our use of late 20th century
concrete as one of our many flaws. Of course
without the help of the UVa. writer, I would have
never known that the bluestone extracted from
local quarries in the early 1900*s was actually "late
20th century concrete." However the problem is
much more severe.
Since JMU is obviously a university of inferior
caliber, one can only assume that the stones, um,
concrete, are also inferior and nothing but the mercy of God has kept the buildings from crumbling
to the ground.
The problems mount. Here at JMU we have
bridges which are used by the students to cross the
creeks on campus. With my suspicion of our construction ethics heightened, I set out to examine
these bridges. Much to my horror, I found our
bridges are made with wood. Yes, woodl
JMU uses the same material used to build
Shakespeare's Globe theater which, incidently,
burned to the ground in 1613. With this in mind I
had to ask myself in this day of terrorist frenzy,
aren't we unwittingly playing into the hands of terrorists who just love fire?
Another festering problem JMU chooses to ignore is our imbecilic Greek housing system. As Mr.
Lefkowicz points out, our fraternities and
sororities live in a row of identical buildings.
GASP! The staggering implications never occurred
to me. Our system is undoubtedly breeding
dangerous communal behavior. Communal, commune, COMMUNIST! Understand? McCarthy
was right. Right under our noses!
In addition to having a detrimental housing
situation we choose to call the Greek housing
"Frat Row." How childish, how infantile, how

Readers* Forum

Letter appeals
for guidance
at registration
V

University females: lighten up!f
l

jn|Ma«»i?!i+4fc^t I
all of J
/hat we discovered was
km
liege constructed in lati 20th
Century concrete, a large number
of students whemade me question
the integrity of JMU's admissions
committee and a fraternal system
that places each fraternity in
identical houses all in a row. Yes,
it was called "Frat Row." We tried
to get into a party at Sigma Nu
"But failed when one of my friend's
University meal cards didn't pass
inspection.
These events made us realize
some things that all Wahoos
should be proud of: not all colleges
have beautiful grounds like
'.Virginia's nor do they attract a
high quality student body. Also,
the social life is far from the leve
gf the University's fratem:
at aim thing innt JMU possessed kicked the University in its
old T.J. When we passed girls on
"the Row." not only would they
Geoffrey Redding/The Cavalier Daily
look at us, but, yes, they would

Saturday night at 10, a friend
entered my room and said. "Who's
up for JMU?" I jumped at the
chance, and five of us went racing
towards Harrisonburg in his
two-door camouflage Capri, famil
iar to moat University student;
Psvched up for a cool time and ai
even cooler buzz, we reached tl
JMU campus. We first ei
countered four sophomore girl)
who showed Us the best place
park. We then accidentally toured'

iso say "Hi" and talk to us. It
ad been over two mouths since
had experienced such warmledness from girls our age.
What a coincidence! We have been
at the University for two months
as Well! Wahooettes. when you
by us. give us a glance, a
a stare, a smile, anything!
ust realize that we - the honorable guys of the University — exist. And we will talk to, you if you
let us.
_

Timothy J. Lefkowicz
CLAS

Reprinted from The Cavalier Daily
stupid. We must abolish this practice. Perhaps we
take pride in the compliment the girls of JMU
can grow up a bit and start calling the Greek housreceived from Mr. Lefkowicz. Some of our girls
ing something more becoming or clever, like
impressed a UVa. student by talking to him (quick
"The Newman Lake Chalets." No, that's too simthinking, girls).
ple and short. How about "The Place Where
I'm not sure how they knew he was the special
Many of our Fraternities and Sororities Choose to
guy that he is, perhaps it was the $70 pair of
Reside"?
sunglasses placed delicately atop his well-groomed
Although most of what Mr. Lefkowicz wrote
hair, or maybe it was the BMW he drove, or maybe
about was distressing, the most disturbing criticism
it was the spiffy orange slacks he was wearing.
he offered was that not all colleges "attract a high
Whatever the reason, those girls should consider
quality student body." Unfortunately, he is all too
themselves lucky and blessed.
correct.
As far as those girls at UVa. I can't fathom the
Next time you get a chance, take a look at the
reason why they choose not to speak to this beacon
students walking across the quad between classes.
of a man. Don't they realize what this guy could do
Look closely and you will notice that the JMU
for their social life? Don't they know this is the
students bear a striking resemblance to a large,
same guy that's creative and daring enough to get
smelly herd of lobotomizedorangutans.
"psyched up for a cool time and an even cooler
Let's face it JMU, with our moronic student
buzz..." God, they don't know what they're missbody we are doomed to forever crawl in the
ing!
shadow of UVa. 's mammoth educational machine.
I always said those guys down in Charlottesville
We should all thank Mr Lefkowicz for writing
were crazy, but this guy Lefkowicz is only a
such an insightful letter. JMU's students and
freshman (excuse me, first year). I guess he's just
faculty will do well to think hard about what he
another reason JMU students flock to UVa. every
said.
week to get a real taste of college life.
Although the picture is pretty bleak we should ^Harry Atwood is a senior majoring in English.

To the editor
This letter is an appeal for
guidance. We JMU students have
once again completed registering for
the upcoming semester and I am
once again saddened by the results.
Classes were quickly filled, leaving a
number of students with as few as
three credit hours scheduled.
These students were not being
greedy and attempting to take only
the most popular instructors at the
most convenient times. All they asked was the chance to take classes that
would fulfill the requirements of

their program of study. Instead, it
was necessary for students to take
unnecessary classes that are a waste
of both time and money for people
in their department.
I understand JMU has become a
very popular university and that
enrollment has increased. I allow
this as the reason for the full classes.
But the way I understand it is that
more tuition should now be available
and here is where I require guidance.
I'm sure there is a logical reason why
this incoming money is not being used to offer students more of the

classes they need but 1 for the life of
me cannot grasp that reason. All I
ask is that the person who knows
where the money is going respond to
this letter so that I may continue to
love this institution that has already
taught me so much.
Now is your chance, JMU. Please
restore my faith and show me that
you do care.
Lesley Williams
sophomore
communication arts
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Readers' Forum
Visitation hard to enforce
To the editor:
As JMU resident advisers, we want to respond
to The Breeze's Nov. 21 editorial concerning visitation policy.
In response to the co-ed hall issue, the Office of
Residence Life is considering increasing the
number of co-ed halls. The editorial staff would
have discovered this if they had researched the
issue.
Although we understand your desire for co-ed
halls, visitation enforcement has no bearing on this
issue. Resident advisers try to maintain a balance
between doing their job and respecting resident's
rights. We are not police but are here to promote
personal growth and to maintain order. Visitation
is a policy designed to ensure safety of the
residents. Short of staying up all night, putting

The JMU
challenge
To the editor
In response to the recent appeal for aid to
flood victims, the Psychology Club would
like to propose a challenge. The Psychology
Club will donate $50 to the SGA's flood
relief efforts. We challenge other campus
organizations to meet or beat our contribution or adopt a family through the SGA.
We would especially like to challenge other
human service organizations to come to the
aid of the flood victims. This is a time when
those of us in the human services field can
show our dedication to helping others. Contributions can be sent to the SGA office in
care of Helen MacNabb, president, P.O.
M41.
Michelle Crotteau
president
JMU psychology club

video monitors in individual suites or doing bed
checks on the last duty tour, visitation policy can
only be enforced if the violator is seen or heard.
Residents are assumed to be responsible adults and
are informed of university policy their first day
here. However, many residents choose not to abide
by these rules.
Furthermore, JMU prides itself on having a
residence hall system, as opposed to many schools
having only dorms which are places to sleep. We
wish
the
Breeze editorial staff would
remember this in the future.
Darryl D. Wlnslow
resident adviser
Weaver Hall
38 other signatures

Breeze cited for
inept coverage
To the editor
It is unfortunate that The Breeze chooses to
report an issue as far-reaching as changing the B.S.
degree with an obvious lack of editorial balance.
The Nov. 21 article on the faculty senate meeting
failed to report the arguments against the proposal that led to tabling.
The issue is one with very little consensus among
the faculty. The notion that the B.S. degree was
developed so students could dodge the foreign
language requirement is simply not supported by
the facts surrounding the historical development of
university curriculum. Nor is the notion that the
B.A. degree is more stringent supported by practice. It is a very complex and difficult issue deserving more than the cursory treatment provided by
The Breeze.
Dr. Les Bolt
assistant professor
education

Banning lofts
an extraneous
fire precaution
To the editor
Regarding the recent letter to The Breeze
concerning lofts, I am inclined to wonder not
as much about the issue of whether lofts
should be banned but rather exactly why they
are considered a fire hazard. It seems the fire
marshall is determined to make JMU change
its policy and ban lofts 'because they have
been deemed a fire hazard-. It stands to
reason that if we regulate the building of
bluestone lofts so they are no longer a fire
hazard, then we will have reached a suitable
compromise.
While talking to a fireman acquaintance of
mine, I discovered a few of the problems with
the lofts. One is that the ladders, are in a different place in each room. This would
understandably confuse a fireman trying to
check the loft during a blaze.
Another problem is that the ladders in
many lofts are in the rear of the room, requiring the fireman to walk under a loft that
might fall on him. Also, th&ladder openings
in many of the lofts are much too small for a
fireman and his gear. These problems are
easily solved by requiring ladders to be next
to the door and establishing minimum sizes
for ladder openings. This would make the
ladder easy to find and, to use in order to
check the loft quickly.
Smoke detectors are currently required
under bluestone lofts. This is a good example
of a fire safety regulation established by
JMU. By making these and similar compromises, we can establish new regulations to
rid our dorms of the fire hazard, yet keep the
lofts that make the bluestone rooms more
desirable-

^
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Keith Harmon
junior
finance/CIS

by Keith Turner
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

$1.00 off any one item or more
pizza. One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 12/15/85

Call Us!

Dinner
Special

433-2300
31 Miller Circle

433-3111
22 Terri Dr.
We accept checks with proper .D.
and 20« service charge.

$1 OFF
—on—

WitrlmCaUt.

CHNML6

Anytime after 4 p.m., order a
large 2 item pizza and 4 Cokes
and get $2.00 off. One coupon
per pizza.
Expires: 12/15/85

Harrison

ANTIQUES
10k Gold Rings
from $15
LOCATION: Left from JMU Port Road entrance, cross 1-81 bridge, 1 block turn
right, watch for signs.

Unique Christmas Gifts
from $5
We offer Lay-away to
Students
14 Graham St.
Downtown on the Square
434-1074

HUNTERS RIDGE
Condominiums for Sale or Lease

Furnished and Unfurnished Units
Are Ready To Move Into Today!

AUTO nuns

Your

Auto
Parts
Specialist
Foreign or Domestic

Students receive 10% discount
on all cash purchases except
sale Items (with JMU I.D.)
Free Big A hat to first 25 students
Mon ■ Fri 7:30 am 6 pm
Sat 8 am - 4 pm
60 E. Rock St.. Harrisonburg
434-4418

©0PYrR|£HT

Uafe's ft— Nnriiiif Swvic*

1-800-235-6919
Use Kinko s copyright permission
service. For information about
reprinted articles, out of print

books, and mote.

kinko-s

Compare These Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Range
Microwave Oven
Refrigerator with Ice Maker
Dishwasher
Disposal
Washer-Dryer in each Unit
Ceiling Fan in Living Room

Plus
• Plush Carpeting
• Custom Decorator Mini Blinds at all Windows
• Vertical Blinds at Patio Doors
• Full Length Mirrored Closet Doors
• Fully Furnished with Attractive Furniture
• Catch JMU Bus at Howard Johnsons or 5
Minute Walk to Class
• Decks and Patios
• Plenty of Parking
• Storage Closets
• Super Location

open early open tote.
open'
1010 South Main
Next to Wampler Theatre
433-9287

Rent: 1-2 Persons - $480.00
3 Persons - $163.50 each
4 Persons - $125.00 each
5 Month Lease available (Jan. 1 . May 31)
Sale Price $57,400
'
Sellers pay all closing costs.

Horsley md (unstable i„c

COLDUJeU.
BANKER □

66 South Court Sguart
Harrlionburg. VA 22801

(703) 434-7373

I IV
[ \%

°"

Call Kay Green 434-0183

^^Bptnaun
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world
Corazon Aquino will run against Marco
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Corazon
Aquino, who blames President Ferdinand E.
Marcos for her husband's assasination, said
Tuesday she will run against him in the special
election set for Feb. 7.

Ethiopia will need
food aid next year
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia (AP) — Ethiopia
will have a crop shortfall of about 1 million
metric tons next year and will need food aid for
up to 6 million people, United Nations officials
reported Tuesday.
The statement was in a preliminary report
released jointly by the U.N. Food and
Agricultural Organization, the World Food
Program and the U.S. Emergency Operations
Office in Ethiopia.
Ethiopia's Relief and Rehabilitation Commission, which oversees the international
famine relief effort, issued its own report last
month saying the country would need 1.2
million tons of food aid in 1986.
Meanwhile, non-food aid to 20 faminestricken countries in Africa this year is fulfilling

Aquino told a news conference she does not
seek revenge against Marcos, although she
believes he ordered her husband's murder, but
she said the time may have come for a nonpolitician to run this troubled island republic.

Aquino, 51, received a U.S. university education in French and mathematics and has never
sought public office. She is the first woman to
declare her candidacy for president in the
Philippines.

only 35 percent to 40 percent of the needs, a
senior U.N. official said Tuesday in Tokyo.
The U.N. report said crop conditions in most
of Ethiopia are expected to be better than in the
1984-85 season, when a severe drought caused
famine in much of the country and claimed hundreds of thousands of lives.

As two Vatican guards raced to stop her, she
drank from the chalice and blessed the altar.
The mock service lasted five minutes.

American woman holds
mock Mass in Vatican
VATICAN CITY (AP) — An American
Catholic nurse, protesting against the church's
ban on admitting women to the priesthood, on
Wednesday staged a mock Mass in St. Peter's
Basilica.
Babi Burke, from Fort Lauderdale, Fla., approached the altar in the basilics with a lit
alcohol lamp, kissed the altar and blessed
herself with a sign of the cross. Then, she raised
her arms in a priestly gesture of welcome and
slowly raised a silver chalice.

Burke, a 44-year-old mother of four children,
was dragged from the basilica to Vatican security headquarters. Marie-Terese Sonmey, a
former nun from Brussels, Belgium, was taken
away with Burke, but later released by the
guards.
It was not immediately clear if Burke faced
any criminal charges in the independent citystate
The two women said Saturday that they
belong to the Action and Research Institute for
Women based in the Belgian capital and led by
Sonmey.
They said they were not seeking ordination
for themselves, but for women in general. No
woman has ever been invited to a synod as a
voting member.

nation
Reagan wants Soviets to 'draw back barriers'
FALLSTON, Md. (AP) — President Reagan
called on the Soviet Union Wednesday to "draw
back the barriers that separate our peoples" and
to cooperate with the United States in a wideranging exchange of students, athletes, scientists and average citizens.
Plugging anew the idea he first touted before

Super Bowl fans get
60-second blank screen
NEW YORK (AP) — Football fans who wa
to run to the refrigerator or the bathroom during NBC-TV's Super Bowl pregame show won't
have to wait for the commercials — the network
will blank out the screen for 60 seconds.
During the one-minute break, a clock will
count down the seconds as music plays in the
background. Then the show will resume.
"I was going to use sound effects of toilets
flushing and beer cans popping open, but I
thought that would be a bit much," Michael
Weisman, executive producer of NBC Sports,
told Advertising Age.
^
The Super Bowl will be played Jan. 26, and
NBC's coverage includes the two-hour pregame
show and a half-hour postgame show.
Weisman said he thinks the break may help
keep viewers in place during the commercials,
which will cost advertisers about $300,000 for
30 seconds duringahe pregame show.

meeting with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
last month, Reagan said in remarks at Fallston
High School in rural Maryland that he hoped
such trade offs would build a safer world for the
coming generation.
Reagan told the students and faculty that his
15 hours of talks with Gorbachev showed him
The break is scheduled for about 4 p.m. EST,
with the kickoff coming shortly after 5 p.m.

Joseph Kennedy to run
for seat in Congress
BOSTON (AP) — Joseph P. Kennedy II announced Wednesday that he plans to run for the
congressional seat that set his uncle, John F.
Kennedy, on the road to the presidency, making
him the third generation of the family to enter
public life.
The 33-year-old son of the late Robert F.
Kennedy, D-N.Y., said he would move to the
8th Congressional District to bolster his bid in
the September 1986 race for the seat being
vacated by House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip"
O'Neill.
He said the campaign would formally begin
Jan. 13.
"Between now and then, I will be talking to
the people of the district, seeking their advice,
seeking their support and putting together the
campagin," Kennedy said.

I

that the Soviet leader was "a determined man,
but one who is willing to listen."
Despite the lack of major accords reached on
such issues as arms control, Reagan said that
Gorbachev held out "the promise of change"
and said he wanted better relations between
their two peoples.
His uncle. Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
said Tuesday he thought Joseph "would make a
great congressman."

McFarlane quits job as
a White House adviser
WASHINGTON (AP) — Robert C.
McFarlane is quitting as White House national
security adviser, President Reagan said Wednesday.
Speculation on his successor immediately
focused on Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter,
McFarlane's deputy on the National Security
Council staff.
Republican congressional sources cited friction with White House Chief of Staff Donald T.
Regan as one reason for McFarlane's departure.
A senior administration official close to both
McFarlane and Poindexter blamed the talk on
people out to get Regan. He said McFarlane is
"just worn out" after two years under "tremendous strain.'-'

.
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VALUABLE COUPONS

433-37J6
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425 N Mai

st, Harrisonburg
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2 Big 12"
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